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Galaxy Clusters (GCls) are the largest known virialized objects in the Universe. About

one-third of GCls exhibit an extended radio halo associated with a population of nonthermal

electrons emitting synchrotron radiation in a ∼ µG level magnetic field. The cooling time for

the nonthermal electrons is about two orders of magnitude below the diffusion time needed

to explain the radio halo, indicating that the electrons are created locally. The electrons

may either be accelerated directly in the turbulent cluster medium or created as secondary

products from nonthermal protons colliding with the intracluster medium. Observed gamma-

ray emission can therefore resolve the contribution from these two mechanisms. Despite the

empirical and theoretical motivation for the existence of gamma-ray emission from GCls,

so far it remains undetected. In this talk VERITAS observations are used to analyze a

6◦ × 8◦ field of the Coma GCl and evaluate the existence of possible extended gamma-ray

emission. To achieve this, a method is developed which utilizes cosmic rays as a calibration

source to determine a background measurement across the full field of view. The resulting

ii



excess demonstrates a small significance of 2.7σ in the central 1.5◦ radius of the cluster. This

observed central excess, while alone is not significant, has an angular extent in agreement

with simulations and corresponds to a similar significance level seen by Fermi-LAT in the

same region, and hence I discuss the potential for further investigation by VERITAS and

future instruments such as CTA.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Very High Energy (VHE) γ-ray astronomy is a relatively young field, with the first detection

occurring at the Whipple Observatory in 1989 when a TeV signal was seen coming from

the Crab Nebula [WCF89]. Since then over 150 γ-ray sources have been detected, and

many more are expected in the near future when the next generation Cherenkov Telescope

Array (CTA) is completed. CTA is designed to provide an order of magnitude improvement

in sensitivity over current generation instruments. VHE astronomy utilizes ground-based

imaging telescopes which capture the Cherenkov emission created when a very energetic

(> 100 GeV) photon interacts with the Earth’s atmosphere.

Photons are detected in VHE astronomy with energies of up to a few hundred TeV,

considerably larger than the terrestrial particle accelerators can produce. Therefore ground-

based VHE astronomy makes capable the utilization of the Universe as a laboratory to

study particle physics at otherwise inaccessible energies. The VHE γ-rays have energies

which are orders of magnitude greater than the black-body radiation of the hottest objects

known to exist in the Universe, meaning that VHE γ-rays are a byproduct of non-thermal,

dynamic processes. Therefore the observation and study of VHE γ-rays offer a probe of

energetic, time-dependent mechanisms occurring in astrophysical sources which are capable

of accelerating particles to energies greater than 100 GeV.

Galaxy clusters (GCls) are the largest gravitationally bound structures known in the

Universe, containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies acquired through hierarchal mergers

and accretion. Many galaxy clusters demonstrate non-thermal particle acceleration processes
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which are revealed by radio and X-ray observations, which suggests that γ-ray emission may

also accompany them. As of now γ-ray emission has not been detected from a galaxy

cluster. Claims of evidence of a γ-ray signal have been made, however, using observations

of the Coma GCl, a relatively nearby (∼ 100 Mpc), large galaxy cluster which is believed

to have undergone a recent merger event and has ongoing accretion of matter from large

structure filaments [KKL17]. Analyzing this possible γ-ray emission coming from the Coma

GCl is a major focus of this dissertation.

Within the field of view of Coma GCl observations exists an ultra diffuse galaxy (UDG)

Dragonfly 44. This UDG is a member galaxy of the Coma GCl, and is an exceptional source

which is thought to be almost entirely composed (> 98%) of dark matter (DM). There is

strong evidence for the existence of dark matter, which is thought to make up ∼ 85% of

all matter in the Universe, yet it has eluded detection. A dense source of dark matter is

most capable of DM-DM self-annihilation processes (where the expected flux is proportional

to the DM density squared), which may produce γ-rays that can be observed to indirectly

detect dark matter. Since the exposure of Dragonfly 44 overlaps the obtained Coma GCl

exposure, an analysis of Dragonfly 44 is also performed in this dissertation to determine its

γ-ray flux upper limits.

The data used in this work are obtained by the VERITAS imaging atmospheric Cherenkov

telescope (IACT) array, an array of four Cherenkov telescopes located near Mt. Hopkins in

Arizona. When a VHE photon enters the Earth’s atmosphere, it pair produces to create an

electron and positron which produce energetic photons of their own via bremsstrahlung. The

secondary photons in turn pair produce again. The result is a cascade of secondary charged

particles which move faster than the speed of light in the medium of the Earth’s atmosphere,

producing a flash of Cherenkov radiation. IACTs image the Cherenkov flash and reconstruct

the primary γ-ray’s energy and direction from the image properties. VERITAS is one of

three major IACT observatories operating at the present time which utilizes stereoscopic

reconstruction into the technique to greatly improve the angular reconstruction and energy
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sensitivity.

The ground-based operation of the IACT technique allows for a cost-effective method of

producing large collecting areas to observe the relatively low flux γ-rays, however a large

level of background exists in this technique. Over 99% of the Cherenkov events detected by

IACTs are created by the isotropic cosmic-ray (CR) background, charged hadrons which have

been deflected by magnetic fields and therefore carry no directional information about their

sources. In order to isolate the number of events created by primary γ-rays, an estimate of the

number of background events is required. This estimate is commonly made by simultaneously

measuring an area of the field of view away from the targeted source, avoiding systematic

errors which would be introduced from using separate observations with different observing

conditions. However, for sources with large angular extensions, an accurate background

measurement cannot be made in the same field of view. In order to evaluate evidence of

an extended (∼ 5◦) γ-ray emission in the Coma GCl, a custom background measurement

procedure is developed and presented in this dissertation.

With the construction of CTA, the next generation ground-based γ-ray observatory, the

γ-ray Universe will be observed with an unprecedented sensitivity. Among other improve-

ments, the field of view of CTA is expected to more than double that of VERITAS in diameter

(∼ 8◦ vs 3.5◦), with an enhanced angular resolution as well. These particular advancements

are especially suitable for the detection and morphological study of extended sources, po-

tentially including the Coma GCl. The novel Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope (SCT) is a

candidate design for the medium sized telescopes in CTA. The SCT is designed to achieve a

performance near the theoretical limit of the IACT technique in the CTA installation, with

dramatic improvements in off-axis sensitivity, imaging resolution and γ-ray angular resolu-

tion compared to the conventional Davies-Cotton telescope design. Therefore the SCT is

an especially suitable telescope design for studying extended astrophysical objects like the

Coma GCl. A prototype SCT (pSCT) has been constructed, co-located with the VERITAS

observatory. I have been fortunate to contribute to in both hardware and software, and
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hence I also document my work on the pSCT in this dissertation.

The dissertation layout is as follows. In chapter 2, I review and examine the non-thermal

emission mechanisms thought to occur in galaxy clusters, including the possible evidence

for γ-ray emission in the Coma GCl. I also discuss the evidence of dark matter and the

potential of the ultra diffuse galaxy Dragonfly 44 as an indirect detection candidate. In

chapter 3, I outline details of the ground-based γ-ray IACT technique, describe the VERITAS

hardware, and explain the datasets and the standard VHE γ-ray analysis methods. In

chapter 4, I present a non-conventional procedure to analyze an extended region around the

Coma GCl, and then evaluate the existence of an extended signal. I also produce analysis

results for Dragonfly 44, including energy differential flux upper limits. In chapter 5, I

discuss CTA as the next generation array for ground-based γ-ray astronomy and describe

the Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope (SCT), a candidate medium-sized telescope for CTA.

The pSCT is currently in the advanced stages of commissioning and beginning of operation

with a prototype camera, which has already detected the Crab Nebula. I explain my specific

contributions to the development of the pSCT in this chapter as well. In chapter 6, I make

concluding remarks on the analysis results of the Coma GCl and its outlook in the context

of the upcoming CTA.
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CHAPTER 2

Scientific Motivation

2.1 Coma Galaxy Cluster

2.1.1 Galaxy Clusters

The largest virialized objects in the Universe are galaxy clusters (GCls), with typical masses

of 1014 − 1015M�. GCls consist of a large number of galaxies (ranging from 100s to 1, 000s)

which account for only a few percent of its mass. The majority of GCl mass (∼ 80%) is

made up of dark matter (DM), as evidenced by gravitational lensing and velocity dispersion

measurements of individual member galaxies, the latter of which being one of the earliest

sources of evidence for the existence of DM. The remaining ∼ 15% of mass exists in the form

of an extended intracluster medium (ICM), which is a hot (T ∼ 108K), low-density plasma

(ngas ≈ 10−1−10−4 cm−3) which emits X-ray radiation by thermal bremsstrahlung. Situated

at the nodes of the cosmic web, GCls are believed to be the result of DM-driven hierarchal

mergers of smaller systems and accretion of matter along the cosmic filaments. The enormous

amount of gravitational binding energy of GCls is dissipated along accretion shocks which

heats the ICM to the observed temperatures and settles into hydrostatic equilibrium with

the potential well, producing large-scale ICM motions in the process [RKC08]. Many clusters

exhibit diffuse synchrotron radio emission which encodes information about the dynamical

state of the cluster and its evolutionary stage. Therefore GCls offer not only a laboratory

to understand the dissipation of enormous amounts of gravitational energy at microphysical

scales, but also a probe into the evolution of the large scale structure in the Universe.
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The formation and evolution of GCls are complex, involving physical processes at spatial

scales spanning many orders of magnitude, from the size of the cluster to the size of super-

massive black holes in the centers of powerful active galactic nuclei frequently found in GCls.

However, despite their diverse environment and evolution history there is a strong amount

of regularity among observed clusters. The implied thermal energy of ICM temperatures,

deduced from X-ray observations, is consistent with the implied kinetic energy determined

from velocities of member galaxies, which indicates that they have been virialized by the

large gravitational well of the cluster. The hot ICM electrons also inverse Compton scatters

ambient cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons, leaving an imprint on the CMB

blackbody spectrum on the scale of temperature variations on the order of ∼ 10−4 − 10−5,

called the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect (see Figure 2.1) [PAA11]. The combination of X-ray

and millimeter observations constrain the ICM density and temperature, which demonstrates

a level of regularity between clusters. Clusters display a tight correlation between the mass

of the ICM gas within R500, defined as the radius which contains a mean overdensity of

500ρc(z), and the stellar mass within the same radius even though the stellar and ICM con-

tent are not directly related (see Figure 2.2). The critical density ρc(z) here is defined by

the Hubble constant, H, through the following expression, ρc(z) = 3H(z)2/8πG, where G

is the gravitational constant. The radial density profile of the ICM in GCls also appears to

be relatively stable at distances far from the core for clusters of various sizes (Figure 2.3).

The GCl regularities appear to confirm the thermalization of matter being pulled into the

cluster’s gravitational well with much of the evolutionary history of the cluster erased.

Many clusters deviate from the common regularities in some way and reveal information

about the cluster’s individual evolution history. One such distinction between GCls lies in

their core properties; some relaxed clusters contain a lower temperature core region with

strongly peaked X-ray emissivity associated with its high density. The cooled gas in the core

is expected to cause a “cooling flow” where the hot ICM exterior gas flows inward [Fab94].

Temperature measurements performed on cool cores indicate that the gas does not cool
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Figure 2.1: The Coma GCl SZ signal amplitude (colored) with X-ray contours overlaid on a

3◦ × 3◦ grid, displaying excellent spatial overlap. Each Image taken from [PAA11].

down to temperatures as low as expected, an observation supported by the low level of star

formation in bright GCls [MVR11]. This cooling flow problem seen in some clusters suggests

that an unknown heating element is present in the core region which prevents or limits the

cooling flow. Most cool-core clusters have radio-loud central active galactic nucleus (AGN)

which deposit large amounts of mechanical energy into the cluster in the form of radio-

emitting jets, and this is thought to be a promising source for the core heating. Roughly

a quarter of clusters have been observed to contain AGN-associated radio lobes which are

coincident with X-ray cavities, where the expelled AGN plasma forms a buoyant bubble and

displaces the X-ray gas (see Figure 2.4). These cavities provide a good estimate for the total

power output by AGN, which has been shown to be comparable to the amount needed to

account for the cool core heating element [MN07]. If the AGN jets are indeed the source of

feedback heating however, it is still not fully understood how the jet energy is converted to

heat or how the feedback process is regulated.

Many of the cool-core clusters have been observed to contain diffuse, steep-spectrum
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Figure 2.2: Stellar mass vs ICM mass within R500. Red circles correspond to local clusters

(z < 0.1) and blue squares correspond to farther clusters (0.1 < z < 0.6). The dotted line

corresponds to the stellar-to-gas mass ratio of 0.1, while the dashed lines correspond to ratios

of 0.05 and 0.2. Image taken from [KB12].
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Figure 2.3: The electron number density ne measured at three different radii (defined by

ρc(z), the critical mass overdensity at its redshift) as functions of ICM temperature (and

thus mass). Since the radii are defined by the critical density, ρc(z) = ρ0E
2(z), the values

of ne are rescaled by E−2(z), where E(z) = H(z)/H0. Note the densities are approximately

flat across a range of masses for the largest of the three radii shown, R500. Image taken

from [KB12].
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Figure 2.4: Chandra X-ray image of galaxy cluster RBS 797 with Very Large Array radio

contours overlaid in green (1.4 GHz) and blue (5 GHz). Radio lobes coincident with X-ray

cavities can be seen protruding east and west of the central bright galaxy. Image taken

from [Git16].

synchrotron radio emission in the central ∼ 100 − 500 kpc, called radio mini halos, which

may further elucidate the processes occurring in relaxed clusters. While the central AGN

could be the origin of the synchrotron-producing electrons, they alone cannot fully explain

the diffuse halo. Specifically, the cooling time for the cosmic-ray electrons in the ICM’s

measured µG-level magnetic field is much shorter than the diffusion time necessary to reach

the > 100 kpc distances which the halo spans. This leaves the conclusion that the high energy

electrons must be generated in situ. Unlike the radio lobes of AGN which do not emit in

the X-ray band, the radio mini halos overlay the ICM radiation, indicating that physics

involving the ICM may be responsible for the acceleration of electrons. A study of 21 GCls

observed to have mini halos (see Figure 2.5) has found a correlation between the frequency-

weighted power of radio halos and the power required to heat the cluster core [BGB16].

If the existence of the radio halo is related to the heating mechanism as suggested, then

turbulence may play a vital role. In particular, an analysis of deep X-ray Chandra data of

the Perseus and Virgo clusters demonstrated that AGN-generated turbulence can account for
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the necessary heating required locally at each radius and can also explain the radio mini halos

if the magnetic field is large enough (B > 0.5µG) [ZCS14]. In this model, local seed electrons

are re-accelerated via turbulent motion of the ICM plasma. Alternatively, spiral-shaped cold

fronts have been observed in many cool-core clusters which could be generated by sloshing

of cold gas in the core [MV07]. This sloshing could also produce the necessary turbulence

required to re-accelerate electrons as well as strengthen magnetic fields, and is supported

by simulations as well as evidence showing a connection between cold fronts and radio mini

halos [ZMB13, MG08]. It is also possible that these re-accelerated cosmic-ray electrons are

secondary particles generated by cosmic-ray protons inelastically colliding with ICM protons.

The energetic protons, possibly expelled from central AGN, have significantly longer lifetimes

than the electrons and are able to naturally explain the diffuse property of the radio mini

halo [ZPP14]. There is some evidence against the electrons being secondary particles, as

attempts to explain the core heating via Coulomb and hadronic interactions overestimate

the proton energies and are ruled out by γ-ray observations [HTE13]. However, it is argued

that if the cooling flow is explained by invoking ICM heating via proton streaming, then the

low X-ray and γ-ray observed fluxes are acceptable [FO13].

While relaxed, cool-core clusters have been discussed so far, merging clusters can also

contain diffuse, steep-spectrum radio emission but with a cluster-wide (∼ Mpc) extent,

called giant radio halos. Approximately one-third of X-ray luminous GCls have giant radio

halos, significantly more common than their mini-halo counterpart [BJ14]. The emission

of giant radio halos, like the mini halos, is observed to have strong coincidence with the

ICM X-ray emission. However, giant radio halos are exclusively associated with merging

cluster systems while the mini halos are only observed in relaxed clusters. Like in radio

mini halos, the synchrotron-emitting cosmic-ray electrons are thought to be accelerated

directly or produced as secondary products from hadronic interactions. Under the direct

acceleration scenario, the spatial extent of the radio emission requires, to an even stronger

degree than in mini halos, that the electrons are re-accelerated in situ. The turbulent re-
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Figure 2.5: A plot of the frequency-weighted differential power emitted by radio mini halos

at 1.4 GHz and the power from the cooling flow required to explain the core temperature

for a sample of 21 GCls observed to have mini halos. A best-fit relation is given in red for

the 12 GCls without upper limits. Image taken from [BGB16].
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of radio power (1.4 GHz) vs X-ray luminosity (0.1-2.4 keV) for a

number of GCls showing that GCls branch into two populations: radio-on and radio-off. Up-

per limits are provided for GCls with no observed radio emission. Image taken from [BCD09].
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acceleration model is commonly invoked as the most likely direct acceleration scenario, where

relativistic seed electrons are accelerated in ICM merger-induced turbulence to energies great

enough to produce the giant synchrotron radio halos in the ∼ µG level magnetic fields of

the cluster [BGC08]. Alternatively in the hadronic scenario, cosmic-ray protons with a long

enough lifetime to diffuse to the ∼ Mpc scale generate secondary electron-positron pairs

through inelastic collisions with the ICM protons.

Relaxed clusters with mini radio halos and merging systems with giant radio halos both

share similar emission features, namely a steep spectrum and a tight correlation with the ICM

X-ray luminosity (see Figure 2.6). A common question is whether the two sources of emission

have different acceleration mechanisms. It has been proposed that the electrons producing

the mini halos are primarily secondary particles generated from hadronic interactions near

the dense cluster core while those producing the giant radio halos are directly re-accelerated

via merger induced turbulence [ZPP14]. The merging of clusters may then power the giant

radio halo emission, possibly by transporting cosmic-ray protons from the core outwards,

subsequently producing secondary energetic seed electrons. Some observed clusters appear

to be in a transitioning state, as they have relaxed cool cores yet also generate radio emission

with a spatial extent much greater than mini halos, further indicating that mini and giant

radio halos may be related [KSP19, SBB18]. Observations of the cluster Abell 2142 suggests

that the two classes of radio halos are generated from separate acceleration mechanisms, as

the radio emission appears to have two components: a compact mini halo and an extended

steeper-spectrum emission [Ven17].

Some clusters also have been observed to host Mpc-size elongated radio emission called

radio relics (see Figure 2.7). This relic emission differs from halo emission in that it is located

at the periphery of the cluster, sometimes observed in pairs on opposite sides of the cluster

along the merger axis, and is partially polarized. The consensus is that the relic emission

traces cosmic-ray electrons which are locally accelerated by accretion (or merger) shocks, in

agreement with the elongated morphology of relics which appears to be tracing shock regions
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Figure 2.7: Examples of radio relic emission (red) and X-ray emission (blue) in the “Sausage”

cluster and “Toothbrush” cluster. Image taken from [WGA19].

edge-on. The polarization orientation implies that the magnetic field is confined to the shock

plane [BBR12]. This theory is also supported by observations of relics which have X-ray

evidence of shocks spatially coincident with the cluster’s radio relics [OB13, Mar10, RSM94].

The shocks are believed to be weak, possibly requiring seed electrons more energetic than the

ICM provides in order to generate the radio relic emission. If seed electrons are necessary,

a direct connection between the radio relic and a radio galaxy in the merging clusters Abell

3411-3412 suggests that local AGN could be the seed source [vAD17].

Non-thermal emission must exist in GCls as evidenced by the varieties of synchrotron

radio emission. The proposed acceleration mechanisms have been discussed, which can

generally be separated into mechanisms which accelerate protons and those which accelerate

electrons directly, where the relative contribution from each mechanism can be constrained

by observing the cluster non-thermal emission. Cosmic-ray protons will inelastically collide

with ICM protons, producing pions which will decay into secondary cosmic-ray electrons,

positrons, and γ-rays. Cosmic-ray electrons, secondary and primary, are expected to produce

hard X-rays and γ-rays via supra-thermal bremsstrahlung and inverse Compton scattering
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with the CMB. Simulations predict (see Figure 2.8) that the two primary contributions

to γ-ray emission above 1 GeV are π0 decay and inverse Compton scattering of primary

accelerated electrons [Min03]. Since the high density core has many collision targets for the

energized protons, it is expected to be dominated by π0 decay emission. Conversely, the fast

cooling times of energized electrons mean that the inverse Compton emission is expected to

be in the vicinity of strong shocks at the cluster edges where the electrons are accelerated

and, in general, it traces the morphology of regions with intense shocks. A simulation of the

γ-ray emission from these two components for a Coma-like cluster is shown in Figure 2.9.

2.1.2 γ-ray Observations of Galaxy Clusters

To date, diffuse γ-ray emission associated with the ICM has not been conclusively observed.

The emission most expected is from protons via neutral pion decay in the high density GCl

core region, as the protons can accumulate over cosmological times. While no detection has

been made, observations have constrained predicted models. A joint likelihood analysis of

Fermi-LAT data on 50 X-ray bright GCls, which specifically investigated a purely hadronic

origin of the γ-ray emission, found no detection but provided upper limits on the cosmic-ray-

to-thermal pressure ratio 〈XCR〉 . 2% as well as the hadronic injection efficiency in shocks

ζp,inj . 20% [Ack14]. Observations of the nearby Perseus and Coma GCls, the prototypical

clusters containing mini and giant radio halos, respectively, have provided the most important

γ-ray emission limits due to their nearby proximity, high mass, and bright radio emission.

The Perseus Cluster, due to its high density cool core, may be the most promising galaxy

cluster to detect γ-ray emission of hadronic origin by future observatories [PP10]. Current

observations of the Perseus Cluster by the MAGIC Cherenkov telescopes found a lower

limit on the central magnetic field strength which conflicts with a hard (α . 2.1) hadronic

interpretation of the radio mini halo [Ahn16]. VERITAS observations of the analyzed the

central 0.4◦ radius region and found no significant excess (see Figure 2.11 [AAB12]. Fermi-

LAT 6-year observations of the Coma GCl under the hadronic interpretation have found a
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lower limit on the magnetic field ∼ 5 times greater than Faraday rotation measurements

give, rejecting the purely hadronic interpretation of the giant radio halo [BZZ17]. The same

observations also concluded that the cosmic-ray proton energy budget is less than 10% of

the thermal ICM mostly independently (within a factor of two) of the emission model and

magnetic field strength. A recent Fermi-LAT analysis of the Coma GCl using enhanced event-

level sensitivity found an excess (∼ 3 standard deviations) of diffuse emission in the cluster

central ∼ 1 Mpc region (see Figure 2.10), as well as higher energy (1-10 GeV) emission

extending beyond the virial radius, but not enough to claim a detection [Ack16]. Since

hadronic γ-ray production via π0 decay strongly depends on the spectral index of accelerated

hadrons, which may not be immediately coupled to the synchrotron radio emission if it

is dominated by primary electrons accelerated in situ, it may be possible to reconcile all

observations of the Coma GCl in radio, X-ray and HE bands, and still allow VHE γ-ray

radiation to be detectable by current ground-based γ-ray observatories.

Searches for γ-ray emission have also occurred in peripheral regions of clusters where the

radio relics associated with shock acceleration are observed, but no detection has been made

so far. A thorough examination involving a stacked analysis of ten clusters, each with a pair

of merger radio relics, obtained strict γ-ray upper limits in tension with the expected γ-ray

flux from shock acceleration, suggesting that the proton to electron acceleration efficiency

ratio may be much smaller than expected [VEB15]. This could be explained by the magnetic

fields at the shocks being perpendicular to the shock normal, which simulations show to be

able to suppress the proton acceleration efficiency [CS14].

Evidence of γ-ray emission associated with peripheral shock acceleration in the Coma

GCl has been suggested in literature [KKL17]. An analysis by independent researchers of a

published VERITAS Coma GCl skymap (Figure 2.11) found a nominal significance (2.7σ)

for integrated γ-ray emission in a ∼ 5 Mpc minor axis ring elongated towards the large

scale filament connecting Abell 1367 (see Figure 2.12). Some cross correlation (∼ 3σ) was

also found between the VERITAS significance map and both SZ and synchrotron signals
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Figure 2.8: Left: Simulated radiation spectrum produced by the different emission processes:

inverse Compton (dotted) and non-thermal bremsstrahlung (dash-dotted) from shock accel-

erated electrons, inverse Compton emission from secondary e± (dashed) and π0 decay (solid)

produced by accelerated protons. Right: Also simulated, integrated photon luminosities

above 100 MeV vs distance from the cluster core for the same processes. The simulated core

temperature for this plot was Tx ≈ 2− 4 keV, a factor of a few smaller than the Coma GCl.

Image taken from [Min03].
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Figure 2.9: The simulated γ-ray emission above 100 GeV for a Coma-like cluster from

pion decay originating from cosmic-ray protons interacting with the ICM (left), and inverse

Compton emission from primary and secondary cosmic-ray electrons (right). The pion decay

emission demonstrates a regular morphology with a strong central peak where the ICM

density is largest, while the inverse Compton emission traces the structure formation shock

waves. The extension for the pion decay emission is mostly contained within a 2 Mpc radius,

equivalent to 1.5◦ for the Coma GCl. Image taken from [PP10].
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Figure 2.10: Test Statistic (TS) map of Coma GCl from Fermi-LAT observations. Left:

100 MeV-1 GeV emission in the Coma GCl. There appears to be extended, diffuse signal

associated with the radio halo. Right: 1 GeV-10 GeV emission in the Coma GCl. The

dashed lines indicate the virial radius. Image taken from [Ack16].

in the claimed virial shock ring region. A follow up analysis using five years of Fermi-LAT

data tested for a 100 MeV−100 GeV γ-ray signal in the declared ring structure and found

a flux upper limit, which contradicted originally claimed fluxes if they are extrapolated into

the high energy regime [ZA14]. However, this contradiction may be expected as the point

spread function (PSF) of Fermi-LAT at lower energies is significantly larger (> 5◦ for 68%

containment) than the expected shock ring width (∼ 0.6◦) [AAB13]. A more recent analysis

of Fermi-LAT data with high energy γ-rays (> 1 GeV) tested a variety of ring sizes and

orientations, finding a moderate significance (3.4σ) for integrated emission along a proposed

virial shock ring [Kes17]. Furthermore, a soft X-ray emission excess is also claimed to be

observed in a ring-like structure in the Coma GCl, which is likely indicative of the presence of

primary re-accelerated electrons. This interpretation in combination with the VERITAS and

Fermi-LAT shock emissions, gives a cosmic-ray electron spectrum that is approximately flat

(p ≡ −d lnN
d lnE

' 2.0−2.2). The photon spectrum should be similarly flat, making observations
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Figure 2.11: The smoothed significance map of the Coma GCl published by VERITAS, with

radio contours overlaid. The color scale corresponds to the determined significance from

measured excess counts, where the background counts were derived using a ring-background

model. The integration radius of 0.2◦ and 0.4◦ are shown by the dashed cyan curves. Image

taken from [AAB12].
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Figure 2.12: The proposed virial shock region outlined by the dashed thick green lines,

created from the original VERITAS skymap (see Figure 2.11). The proposed region is

contained within two ellipse with semi-minor axis of 1◦ . b . 1.6◦ with the elongation ratio

of a/b = 2, and angular orientation of φ = −0.5◦. Image taken from [KKL17].
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for energies above 100 GeV with IACTs like VERITAS sensitive to the virial shock emission.

In this dissertation an analysis of the extended Coma GCl region is performed to investigate

the evidence of an extended γ-ray emission with the proposed ring morphology determined

from the VERITAS published skymap.

2.2 Dragonfly 44

2.2.1 Brief Summary of Dark Matter Evidence

The first prominent observation of dark matter came in the 1930s, when Fritz Zwicky studied

the redshifts of galaxy clusters and found a large velocity dispersion of eight galaxies within

the Coma GCl. Applying the virial theorem to these velocities to estimate the mass of

the Coma GCl, Zwicky found it to be approximately an order of magnitude greater than

the mass from light estimation alone [Zwi37]. Further development occured in 1970, when

Rubin et. al. published observations on the velocities of stars in the Andromeda spiral

galaxy M31 [RF70]. The velocities were determined by Doppler shifting measurements of

21 cm radio and Hα optical emission lines of hydrogen. The velocity dispersion of stars in a

spiral galaxy, with a central mass and flat disk, can be estimated by Newtonian dynamics.

For a simple two dimensional disk rotation, assuming circular motion, for radius r far from

the central mass (where M is does not change much)

v(r) ∝ r−1/2

However the velocities found by Rubin et. al. flattened out for large r, suggesting a significant

non-luminous mass content at large r with density ρ(r) ∝ r−2, called a dark matter halo

(see Figure 2.13). Currently, the rotation curves of over one thousand spiral galaxies have

been observed and found to share a similar flatness to them at large radius [Sof17]. These

curves provide one of the strongest pieces of evidence for dark matter (see Figure 2.14).

Galaxy clusters provide further evidence for the existence of dark matter. The mass
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Figure 2.13: The rotational velocity measurements of sixty seven emission regions in M31.

The velocities stay flat for increasing radius. Image taken from the original Rubin. et. al.

paper published in 1970 ([RF70]).

distribution of galaxy clusters can be probed by observing objects which are gravitationally

lensed by the galaxy cluster. Clowe et. al. observed the gravitational lensing of 1E 0657-

558, named the “Bullet Cluster”, and found the mass distribution to have two separate

peaks spaced over 500 kpc apart. However, observations in X-ray reveal a baryonic plasma

more central to the cluster, approximately 200 kpc apart (see Figure 2.15). The discrepancy

between the gas distribution and mass distribution suggests that the Bullet Cluster is the

result of two separate clusters colliding, with the baryonic components heating up via collision

friction and losing momentum while the massive dark matter components passed through

with little interaction [CBG06]. Another example of this observation can be seen in the

cluster MACSJ0025.4-1222 [BAT08].

There is a variety of cosmological evidence for dark matter as well. The standard Big

Bang model has the Universe beginning approximately fourteen billion years ago in a hot,

dense state in thermodynamical equilibrium. As the Universe expanded this hot plasma
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Figure 2.14: The rotational velocities of 967 spiral galaxies, with origins shifted proportion-

ally to the average velocity (1-10 kpc). Image taken from [Sof17].

cooled, causing protons and electrons to form neutral Hydrogen which was transparent to

the thermal radiation, allowing photons to escape. Observation of this thermal radiation,

called the cosmic microwave background (CMB), first occurred in the 1960s by Penzias

and Wilson [PW65], who found it to be isotropic and approximately corresponding to the

blackbody thermal spectrum of ≈ 3K. In 1990 the experiment Cosmic Background Explorer

(COBE) confirmed that the CMB radiation corresponded to a temperature of 2.73K with

anisotropies on the order of 10−5 [MCE90]. The anisotropies reveal gravitational perturba-

tions in the matter-radiation plasma at the moment of decoupling. Under ΛCDM, the most

widely accepted cosmological model, the current energy density budget of the Universe is

divided between baryonic matter, cold dark matter (CDM), and dark energy. The measured

angular power spectrum of the CMB temperature perturbations on the sky has clear peaks

and troughs which can be used to determine the relative energy densities (see Figure 2.16).

The latest results by the Planck instrument gives the energy density of cold dark matter

(Ωch
2 ≈ 0.12) and of baryonic matter (Ωbh

2 ≈ 0.0224). The ratio of these energy densities
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Figure 2.15: Optical (left) and X-ray (right) images of the Bullet Cluster. The green contours

correspond to increasing surface mass density, as derived from the gravitational lensing signal.

Image taken from [CBG06].

is Ωc
Ωb
≈ 5.4, suggesting that there is over five times as much dark matter as visible matter

in the Universe [PAA18].

Further support for dark matter comes from studies of Big Bang nucleosynthesis. In

the early Universe the quantities of light elements (2H, 3He, 4He, 7Li) produced depended

on the neutron lifetime and on the baryon-photon number density ratio, η = nb/nγ. The

measured present day abundances of these elements, primarily obtained from low metallicity

stars and from the absorption spectra of quasars, constrains the value of this ratio to η ≈

6 ×10−10 [CFO16]. Combining this value with the CMB-observed photon number density,

the energy density of baryons is determined to be Ωbh
2 ≈ 0.022. Since the Universe appears

approximately flat (Ω0 ≈ 1) from CMB measurements, a large amount of missing energy

density must exist in the form of dark energy and dark matter.

Observations of the large scale structure of the Universe also support the need for a dark

matter component. The standard theory of structure formation accounts for the present day

relative density distribution of matter, δ(~r) = [ρ(~r, t)− ρ̄(t)] /ρ̄(t), as the evolution of initial

perturbations in the gravitational potential of the early Universe. Before recombination,

the amplitude of these relative density perturbations for baryonic matter was limited to
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Figure 2.16: The temperature perturbations power spectrum of the CMB, measured by the

Planck instrument. The amplitudes and locations of the peaks are used to determine the

energy density of baryonic matter and cold dark matter. Image taken from [PAA18].

10−5 according to CMB measurements. After photon decoupling, the relative densities grow

according to δ ∝ [1 + z]−1, resulting in the expectation of observed relative densities on the

order of 10−2. However the actual observed value is δ ≥ 1, two orders of magnitude above

what is expected. This discrepancy could be resolved with the inclusion of dark matter in

the early Universe. Since dark matter decouples from photons much earlier than baryonic

matter, density perturbations significantly larger than 10−5 could be developed by the time

of recombination. After recombination, the baryonic matter could then fall into these dark

matter gravitational wells, speeding up the growth of relative density perturbations to be

developed faster than [1 + z]−1.

2.2.2 WIMP as DM candidate

The collection of observational evidence for dark matter provides constraints on a theoretical

DM particle. The DM particle is expected to be charge neutral, since it does not appear to

interact via electromagnetic channels as evidence shows it is collisionless in comparison with
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electromagnetic and hadronic cross-sections and it does not create or absorb light. Since the

current energy density of DM in the Universe is Ωch
2 ≈ 0.12, the DM candidate must be

stable on timescales on the order of the age of the Universe. If the DM candidate particle

interacts non-gravitationally, then the strength of this interaction must be relatively weak.

The candidate that adheres to these requirements is generally termed the weakly interacting

massive particle (WIMP). While there are alternative hypothetical DM candidates, the scope

of this dissertation will only contain the WIMP.

In the high temperature thermal equilibrium of the early Universe, DM particles were

created and destroyed at equal rates. As the Universe expanded and the temperature cooled,

DM decoupled from the other matter and was no longer being created, but a population of

DM particles remained. The rate of DM self-annihilation is proportional to the number

density squared, and is also dependent on the expansion rate of the Universe, and on the

DM’s self-annihilation cross section. After the period of efficient self-annihilating, the DM

particle number density decreased until eventually the rate of the Universe’s expansion be-

came greater than the rate of self-annihilation, at which point the amount of time for a DM

particle to find another DM particle was roughly the age of the Universe. At this point the

number of DM particles was “frozen out”, and the remaining population became stable. If

one assumes that the density of particles is equal and the mass of the particle is around 100

GeV, which is of the order of the mass of the weak interaction bosons W± and Z, then in

calculating the relic abundance of DM, using the present-day DM relic energy density, the

velocity-averaged cross section for DM self-annihilation is found to be:

〈σv〉 ≈ 3× 10−26 cm3 s−1

. This cross section “miraculously” happens to be of the order of the weak interactions

scale which is dubbed the “WIMP Miracle” for its natural fit into the standard model of

particle physics, making a massive DM particle which interacts via the weak force, the

WIMP, a naturally appealing candidate. One of the most favorite WIMP candidates, the

neutralino, is the lightest stable weakly interacting Majorana particle. The possible mass
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range of the neutralino for its potential indirect detection utilizing the self-annihilation signal

in astrophysical regions of high DM density is 100 GeV-100 TeV.

2.2.3 Indirect detection of the WIMP

Evidence for the WIMP can be obtained through one of four methods: astrophysical probes,

collider detection, direct detection, or indirect detection. Astrophysical probes constrain

properties of dark matter through its impact on astrophysical observables. Collider detection

makes use of particle accelerators like the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to discover or to

set limits on theoretical DM particles. A WIMP that is produced in a collider (direct

production) would be seen only through the missing transverse momentum from an event.

Direct detection experiments look for a signature of DM interacting with a standard model

particle, such as the nuclear recoil caused by the scattering of a DM particle. Indirect

detection searches look for the byproducts of WIMP self-annihilations in the Universe. The

indirect detection method is the one relevant for this dissertation.

While the self-annihilation rate of the WIMP on the scale of the Universe is very low,

regions with a large concentration of DM will have significantly higher self-annihilation

rates. Among the potential self-annihilation byproducts, photons are especially promising

because they travel in straight lines from the annihilation location. A photon signal of self-

annihilation can be measured from a restricted solid angle in the sky, significantly reducing

background contamination for compact DM sources. For a region with WIMP number

density n, the rate of self-annihilation per unit volume is

Γ

V
=
〈σv〉n2

2

where the factor of 2 is there to avoid double counting for the case of Majorana fermions

such as the neutralino. The total γ-ray spectrum per unit volume-time from this region for

a single annihilation spectrum of dN
dE

is

dN

dV dEdt
=
dN

dE

〈σv〉n2

2
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The differential flux observed on Earth from the WIMP self-annihilations is equal to

dN

dEdAdt
=
dN

dE

〈σv〉
2m2

χ

∫
S

ρ2
χdV

4πr2
s

where the volume integral is over the DM source at a distance ∼ rs from the Earth. For a

source observed over the angular extent ∆Ω, the differential flux is equal to

dN

dEdAdt
=
dN

dE

〈σv〉
8πm2

χ

∫
∆Ω

∫
∆λ

ρ2
χ(λ,Ω)dλdΩ

This flux is typically separated into two components: a particle physics term dependent on

the dark matter candidate’s cross section, mass, and energy spectrum, and an astrophysi-

cal term, called the J-factor, which is the line-of-sight integral of the source’s DM density

squared.

Searches for γ-ray evidence of the WIMP over the GeV-TeV mass range have been per-

formed by space telescopes (such as Fermi-LAT) and ground-based telescopes (such as the

IACT arrays of VERITAS, HESS, and MAGIC) [AAA13b, AAB17, AAA18a, AAA20]. Since

the J-factor scales quadratically by the WIMP density and linearly by solid angle, objects

that are large, nearby, and have a high DM density are the most promising sources to inves-

tigate. The Galactic Center (GC) has by far the largest J-factor of any source because of its

local proximity and significant DM density [SB87]. A GeV excess has been measured by the

Fermi-LAT instrument in the GC, however there is much disagreement over the source of

this excess and whether it can be attributed to DM annihilation [Ack17]. Bright non-thermal

astrophysical processes exist in the region which create an often disputed background that

could account for the excess [ACH14, DFH16, CCW15]. HESS observations of the GC have

seen no significant excess for masses above 300 GeV [Rin19]. Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies

(dSph) are believed to be a much cleaner DM target. DSphs have low astrophysical γ-ray

backgrounds and large mass to luminosity ratios (M/L), suggesting a dominant DM density.

However, dSph have much smaller J-factors compared to the GC [GKW15]. A combined

analysis of Fermi-LAT observations of nearby dSphs has found no significant detection of

WIMP annihilation, and corresponding cross section upper limits have being produced, some
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of which are below the thermal relic level [Ack15, Alb15]. Similar results have been obtained

by IACT arrays for higher mass WIMPs by stacked analysis of dSphs (VERITAS, HESS)

and long exposure of a single dSph (MAGIC), with no detection being found and upper

limits produced [Zit16, Abr14, Ale13].

Galaxy clusters (GCl) are believed to have been formed over the age of the Universe

through baryonic matter accreting towards the gravitational sink from a large amount of

DM. Therefore, GCls are expected to have a large amount of DM, making them a target

for a WIMP annihilation signal. Despite this high DM content, GCl are both observation-

ally and theoretically challenging targets. Although even the closest GCls are 102 - 103

Mpc away, their DM masses are two to three orders of magnitude larger than a typical

mass of Milky-Way-like galaxy, which may end up producing a competitive J-factor albeit

one with significant uncertainty due to unknown density profiles. For most nearby GCls,

such as Virgo, Perseus and Coma, the large several degrees angular extension in the sky

makes them observationally challenging sources for IACT technology due to large cosmic-

ray backgrounds. GCl are also expected to contain a significant amount of γ-ray emitting

astrophysical sources, obscuring a potential DM annihilation signal. An initial analysis of

Fermi-LAT data of GCls initially resulted in evidence of a DM signal, which has since been

shown to be accounted for by unmodeled point sources in the cluster [MGB12]. Continued

searches by Fermi-LAT have resulted in no γ-ray detection in GCls [Zim15]. IACT searches

have also found no γ-ray detection in GCls so far, with upper limits on the DM annihilation

cross section being produced [AAA18b, AAA12, AAB12].

2.2.4 Ultra Diffuse Galaxies

Additional promising DM self-annihilation sources are the potentially new class of astro-

physical objects called ultra diffuse galaxies (UDGs). UDGs are roughly defined as galaxies

having a half-light radius larger than 1.5 kpc and a central surface brightness of more than

24 mag arcsec−2. There is much debate over the mechanism by which UDGs are created.
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Figure 2.17: The M/L ratio vs dynamical mass of Dragonfly44 is anomalous compared to

other dispersion-dominated galaxies. Image taken from [vAB16].

Some argue that because UDGs are frequently found in GCls and have a wide range of

ages, they are simply a tail population of a continuous distribution of low surface brightness

galaxies formed through cluster processes [Con18, vHM17]. Others claim that UDGs are

“failed” galaxies which were stripped of gas during collisions and unable to form stellar pop-

ulations while retaining a significant DM content, evidenced by the typical accompaniment

of globular clusters [vAM15]. UDGs therefore may have significant DM content, making

them an excellent source for indirect detection since the natural astrophysical backgrounds

are expected to be low.

One such UDG, Dragonfly 44 (DF44), stands out as a particularly unusual source (see
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Figure 2.17). Measurement of the velocity dispersion and effective radius constrains the dy-

namical mass to be M(< r1/2) = 0.71+0.26
−0.17×1010M� and a relatively high mass-to-light ratio

within r1/2 of M/L
(
< r1/2

)
= 48+21

−14M�/L� [vAB16], where r1/2 is the deprojected half-light

radius. Furthermore, DF44 is accompanied by approximately an order of magnitude more

globular clusters than galaxies with similar luminosities. The anomalously large dynamical

mass and globular cluster population for its luminosity suggests the presence of a dominant

DM concentration in DF44. Ignoring mass from gas, and estimating the luminous mass to

be M∗ = 3× 108M�, the DM fraction is estimated to be MDM(< r1/2) ≈ 98%.

DF44 is a member of the Coma GCl (which has been spectroscopically confirmed) and,

hence, it is located at a distance of ∼ 100 Mpc away. It is instructive to compare this

object as an indirect detection candidate with the classical Draco dSph which is 80 kpc

away. Although there is a difference in distance of three orders of magnitude, there is also

nearly three orders of magnitude in difference of the estimated DM masses of these objects,

which may to a significant degree cancel each other out in determination of a J-factor. Both

Draco and DF44 are point sources for VERITAS, however, the DM density profile in the

DF44 remains largely unknown and therefore the J-factor is highly uncertain, limiting the

constraining ability of observations of DF44 for indirect detection. Since it is located within

the Coma field of view, observation of DF44 comes at no additional cost of observing time,

and an analysis of a possible γ-ray signal from this galaxy is undertaken in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3

Cherenkov Imaging Technique and Instruments

3.1 Detecting VHE Radiation

The Earth is constantly being bombarded by astrophysical particles with very high ener-

gies. When such a particle enters and interacts with the Earth’s atmosphere, it produces

secondary particles. If the secondary particles have sufficiently high enough energy they pro-

duce secondaries of their own, and so on, until an atmospheric cascade progresses through

many generations of particles, called an extensive air shower (EAS). Further details of the

development of an EAS in the atmosphere is discussed in Section 3.1.1. The charged, rel-

ativistic secondary particles produce Cherenkov radiation in the atmosphere, which can be

imaged on the Earth’s surface. In Section 3.1.2 the properties of the EAS-induced Cherenkov

radiation are examined. Section 3.1.3 describes how the imaged Cherenkov light is used to

deduce the primary VHE particle’s energy, direction, and to determine the particle type.

This is the essence of the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescope (IACT) technique. The

majority of observed air showers are caused by isotropic cosmic rays (CRs), which obscure

the γ-ray showers originating from VHE sources. Therefore, in order to estimate a γ-ray

signal, the IACT technique requires a sampling of CR-generated “background” events which

are then subtracted, leaving an excess of γ-ray events. The general approach for calculating

a significance and upper limits of a signal detection in the presence of a background, utilizing

a likelihood-ratio test, is explained in Section 3.1.4.
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3.1.1 Extensive Air Showers

There are two types of extensive air showers depending on the primary particle: electro-

magnetic and hadronic. Electromagnetic showers are generated by primary photons, elec-

trons and positrons that interact with the atmosphere mainly through quantum electrody-

namics (QED) processes such as pair production (γ + γ → e− + e+) and bremsstrahlung

(e±+nuclei→ γ+e±). The resulting secondary particles, made up of predominantly electrons

and photons, generate more electrons and photons through the same QED interactions. As

the shower continues to develop while penetrating the atmosphere, the number of secondary

particles grows exponentially while the energy per particle decreases until it reaches the point

where the energy lost by electrons from ionization becomes greater than the energy lost by

bremsstrahlung (∼85 MeV) [Mat05]. This point is where the number of shower particles is

at a maximum, labeled the shower maximum, a value which, as will be described in Sec-

tion 3.1.3, is used in determining the energy of the primary particle. The shower constituents

then begin to decrease in number of particles as the lower energy photons are absorbed by

the atmosphere and lower energy electrons quickly dissipate their energy through ionization.

Due to the light particle masses and QED nature of the electromagnetic interactions, the

overall cascade of secondary particles produced in an electromagnetic shower has a relatively

narrow lateral spread.

The vast majority of extensive air showers are hadronic showers, generated by cosmic rays

interacting with the atmosphere. These cosmic rays consist primarily (∼ 99%) of protons and

heavier nuclei which have traveled from various astrophysical sources to the Earth, appearing

isotropic due to their deflection in magnetic fields. Hadronic showers are more complex

than electromagnetic showers since the hadrons interact inelastically via strong interaction

channels with atmospheric nucleons to produce mesons and unstable nuclei. The mesons

produced, composed mostly of pions, go on to create a sub shower of its own. The charged

pions decay into muons and neutrinos, with some muons created early enough decaying

to electrons and neutrinos before reaching the Earth’s surface. The neutral pions quickly
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Figure 3.1: Monte Carlo simulated particle constituents for a γ-ray shower (left) and hadronic

shower (right) with their widths stretched by a factor of four. The γ-ray shower has a

narrower development, while the hadronic shower has larger transverse momentum transfer.

Image taken from [Feg97].

decay into a pair of photons, which initiate an electromagnetic cascade. Hadronic showers

therefore consist of three components: the original nuclear core, a muonic shower, and an

electromagnetic shower. The lateral spread of a hadronic shower is significantly wider than an

electromagnetic shower because of the large transverse momentum generated in the hadronic

interactions (see Figure 3.1).
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3.1.2 Cherenkov Radiation

When a charged particle travels faster than the speed of light in a medium, Cherenkov

radiation is produced. This radiation is the result of constructively interfering polarization

waves in the atmosphere, which acts as a a dielectric medium. The condition for constructive

interference requires that the charged particle moves faster than the field, which results in the

generation of a shock wave of light, analogous to a wake generated by a boat moving through

water. The Cherenkov angle, θC , the angle of the normal to the Cherenkov wavefront with

respect to the direction of the charged particle, depends on the particle’s velocity (v = βc,

γ = [1− β2]−1/2) and the index of refraction (n = 1 + δ, where δ � 1 is proportional to the

density of the Earth’s atmosphere and, hence, changes with altitude).

θC = cos−1

(
1

βn

)
≈

√
2δ − γ−2

1− γ−2

The minimum energy required for Cherenkov radiation to be produced can be found by

setting β = 1
n

or γ−1 = mc2

Emin
=
√

2δ resulting in

Emin =
mc2√
1− 1

n2

≈ mc2

√
2δ
.

At this minimum energy the Cherenkov angle is zero (θC = 0). When the particle’s en-

ergy becomes much greater than this minimum energy, then the Cherenkov angle can be

approximated as

θC ≈
√

2δ (E � Emin)

Electrons and positrons make up the most numerous particles in extensive air showers with

energies above Emin, and they therefore dominate the Cherenkov radiation of the cascade.

At sea level the index of refraction is very close to one (n−1 = δ =≈ 2.9×10−4), setting the

energy lower limit for electrons and positrons to be Emin ≈ 21 MeV and θC(E � Emin) =

2.4× 10−2 rad or 1.4◦.

To understand the structure of Cherenkov radiation from an EAS it is instructive to follow

a single highly relativistic muon (γ � 1) as it propagates from the top of the atmosphere
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≈ 25 km vertically down to the Earth’s surface without interactions. It is important to note

the Cherenkov light emitted at the highest altitudes arrives last to the observation surface

since the relativistic muon outruns the Cherenkov photons by ∼ 13 ns, which is the time

depth of the Earth’s atmosphere. As the muon travels deeper into the Earth’s atmosphere,

the Cherenkov angle increases with the thickening of the atmosphere. Once the Cherenkov

light is being produced near enough to the Earth’s surface, even though the Cherenkov angle

is broadening, the radius of the emission cone on the ground begins to decrease because it

has less time to propagate. Therefore this geometrical effect results in the ring of radiation

gradually shrinking as it becomes closer to the Earth’s surface. The end result is a “pool”

of Cherenkov light with a radius of ≈ 130 m arriving at the observation surface in a flash

lasting an average duration of 6 ns with all of the Cherenkov photons distributed in a 13 ns

time window.

Examples of the resulting Cherenkov photon density from extensive air showers generated

by primary γ-rays of various energies is shown in Figure 3.2. A prominent “pool” of light

with the characteristic radius of ≈ 130 m is filled by the Cherenkov photons with a nearly

constant density. These photons are produced by the high energy core particles of an EAS

which move along the direction of the primary γ-ray. As the energy of secondary electrons

and positrons is reduced to below a few hundred MeV, they begin to deflect significantly

from the primary direction due to multiple Coulomb scatterings and emit Cherenkov photons

towards a radius larger than the characteristic 130 m. As these particles decrease in energy

through cascading and ionization, they reach a minimal threshold energy for Cherenkov

light production and stop radiating photons, and hence the photon density rapidly declines.

While the photons inside of the Cherenkov light “pool” arrive to the observing surface within

a short period of a few nanoseconds, the photons outside the pool are distributed over an

increasingly wider period of time, up to a few hundred nanoseconds, due to the geometrical

effect of a greater travel distance and consequentially a longer travel time before reaching

the ground. The quickest distribution of photons occurs in the vicinity of the “pool” of
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Figure 3.2: Left: The simulated Cherenkov light density distribution for γ-rays with a variety

of energies. The photon density is relatively flat in a “pool” of∼ 130 m radius before decaying

at large distances from the shower center. Right: The two dimensional photon density profile

for a simulated 300 GeV γ-ray with a log-scale colorbar. Image taken from [Hol15].

characteristic distance 130 m.

While hadronic showers also generate Cherenkov radiation from their secondary compo-

nents, including electromagnetic sub showers, the radiation is typically broader in shape, has

a less prominent Cherenkov “ring” photon density, and arrives in the “pool” over a longer

period of time (∼ 10−15) ns. These distinctions between the Cherenkov radiation produced

in electromagnetic and hadronic extensive air showers are used to discriminate CRs from

γ-rays.

3.1.3 Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes

Imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs) use the flash of Cherenkov light from

an EAS in order to classify and reconstruct the energy and direction of the primary particle

that generated the shower. IACTs have an image-forming optical system in combination

with fast photo detectors and electronics which can capture the brief (6− 20 ns) Cherenkov
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flash with minimal contamination from the night-sky background (NSB) light. For electro-

magnetic cascades, the Cherenkov flashes which are imaged on the telescope camera’s focal

plane resemble narrow elliptical shapes with a relatively smooth distribution of light in them.

In distinction, the imaged flashes from hadronic cascades are relatively broader, and more

frequently contain multiple sub-shower elements. These deviating characteristics allow for

the “shape” classification of showers as either electromagnetic or hadronic, with the goal of

removing hadronic showers and retaining only events originated by γ-rays. The suppression

factor of the CR background by this shape selection is energy dependent, changing from a

few to several hundred at larger energies. In addition to providing a criteria for particle

classification, the imaged elliptical distribution of light contains information about the di-

rection and energy of the primary. The major axis of the ellipse points in the direction of the

shower core, allowing for the triangulation and improved angular reconstruction of events

observed by multiple telescopes (see Figure 3.3). Furthermore, the brightness of the image,

in combination with geometrical information about the EAS, can be used to estimate the

energy of the primary particle that generated the cascade. A further detailed account of

event reconstruction techniques is given in Section 3.2.

3.1.4 Detection Significance and Upper Limits

The majority of observed atmospheric cascades are caused by isotropic CRs. While a sig-

nificant percentage of the hadronic showers can be filtered out, there still remains a small

fraction which appear as γ-ray-like electromagnetic EAS events, in addition to the virtually

indistinguishable electromagnetic cascades originated by CR electrons and positrons. There-

fore, in order to estimate a genuine γ-ray signal, a sampling of a “background” is made, with

excess events above this anticipated background attributed to a γ-ray signal. The source and

background regions which are sampled from are referred to as “ON” and “OFF” regions, re-

spectively. The commonly adopted method for determining a detection significance in VHE

astrophysics from ON and OFF observations is given in the 1983 paper by Li & Ma [LM83].
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Figure 3.3: Depiction of the stereoscopic IACT technique. The Cherenkov flash is captured

by multiple IACTs which can triangulate the direction of the shower core by intersecting the

major axes of the images in the sky. Image taken from [Hol15].
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For an observation of a source region of angular extent ΩON with exposure tON , the

number of events captured which appear γ-ray-like is NON . In addition, for an observa-

tion of a background region of angular extent ΩOFF with exposure tOFF , the number of

captured events appearing γ-ray-like is NOFF . Both NON and NOFF are sampled from Pois-

son distributions with expectation values λON and λOFF , respectively, e.g. P (NON |λON) =

e−λON (λON )NON

NON !
. A likelihood function is defined L(NON , NOFF |λON , λOFF ) as a product of

two Poisson distributions and the parameters λOFF and Nγ are estimated by maximizing the

likelihood for the two hypotheses, where Nγ corresponds to the number of γ-rays observed.

A null hypothesis, Nγ = 0, assumes that λ̃ON = αλ̃OFF , where α = tONΩON
tOFFΩOFF

. The alterna-

tive hypothesis implies that Nγ 6= 0 and λON = NS + αλOFF . A test statistic is constructed

based on the likelihood ratio

TS = −2 ln

(
L(NON , NOFF |αλ̃OFF , λ̃OFF )

L(NON , NOFF |Nγ + αλOFF , λOFF )

)
in which λ̃OFF maximizes the numerator under the condition (Nγ = 0), while Nγ and λOFF

unconditionally maximizes the denominator (allowing for Nγ < 0). A detection significance,

S =
√
TS, is then produced through the use of Wilks’ theorem, which states that the TS is

asymptotically distributed as a χ2(1) with one degree of freedom [Wil38]. Throughout this

dissertation variations of this method of significance determination will be used, in which

the probability density functions are not necessarily Poisson distributions and the number

of nuisance parameters, such as λOFF , can vary.

For the case of the Li & Ma application, which is formulated for a single free parameter

Nγ as described above, the calculations can be carried out analytically and result in

S =
√

2

[
NON ln

(
1 + α

α

(
NON

NON +NOFF

))
+NOFF ln

(
(1 + α)

(
NOFF

NON +NOFF

))]1/2

.

In the regime of large numbers for NON and NOFF counts, where the asymptotic condition

of Wilks’ theorem is satisfied, the null hypothesis can be rejected with a confidence β×100%

where

1− β =

√
2

π

∫ ∞
S

e−
−x2
2 dx =

1√
2π

∫ ∞
TS

y−
1
2 e−

y
2 dy.
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Figure 3.4: The VERITAS array at Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory in Tucson, Arizona

before (top) and after (bottom) the relocation of a telescope. Image taken from [Hol11].

Limits for a parameter of a one sided confidence region can also be determined, in partic-

ular, upper limits on the Nγ counts coming from the source. To acquire an upper limit of a

parameter with a confidence level of 1−β, the parameter is fixed to a value (the new null hy-

pothesis) and a corresponding TS value is found. The parameter is then adjusted with a new

TS value found until the corresponding significance satisfies the confidence level [RLC05].

3.2 VERITAS

The Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System (VERITAS) project consists

of four 12m IACTs located at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory (FLWO) on Mount

Hopkins in Arizona (see Figure 3.4) [WBB02]. The VERITAS instrument response functions

(IRFs) have changed across six qualitatively different epochs reflecting its construction and

hardware state. To denote this evolution, VERITAS datasets are labeled from V1 to V6. For

example, the datasets V1, V2 and V3 correspond to the construction and early operation
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epoch of the observatory when telescopes were being added and commissioned. The first

epoch of a fully constructed VERITAS with four telescopes, denoted as V4, began in Sep

2007 and lasted through Aug 2009. In 2009, one of the telescopes was relocated in order to

expand the array collecting area and improve the stereoscopic reconstruction of events. This

epoch, labeled V5, ended in Aug 2012 when the photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) of cameras

were upgraded to have a higher quantum efficiency, which increased photon collection by

50%. Since Sep 2012 VERITAS has operated in this state, denoted as V6.

The VERITAS IRF depends on the primary γ-ray energy as well as the various observing

conditions such as telescope azimuth, elevation and night-sky background (NSB). VERITAS

performs a stereoscopic reconstruction of VHE events in the energy range of approximately

100 GeV-30 TeV. For a 1 TeV primary γ-ray observed at an elevation of 70◦, the array has an

angular resolution of approximately 0.1◦, an energy resolution of under 20%, and an effective

area of 100, 000 m2. The VERITAS sensitivity is such that a point source with a strength of

1% of the Crab Nebula, which is the standard candle in VHE astrophysics, can be detected

at the 5σ level in less than 50 hours for the V4 epoch, and in less than 25 hours for the V6

epoch.

3.2.1 Hardware

3.2.1.1 Optical System

Each VERITAS telescope consists of a positioner which points the telescope to a given

elevation and azimuth with an accuracy of 0.01◦ [Hol06]. Installed on the positioner is an

optical support structure (OSS), which provides a base for the optical system to attach to.

The telescopes employ a segmented Davies-Cotton (DC) optical system composed of 345

hexagonal mirror facets (see Figure 3.5). The mirrors have a spherical curvature with focal

length 2F, arranged on a spherical surface of radius F and aligned towards the point 2F,

where F is the focal length of the OS [DC57]. The DC configuration, which was originally
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Figure 3.5: The VERITAS DC optical system with segmented mirror facets.

designed as a solar light concentrator, is convenient in that it utilizes identical, segmented,

spherical mirror facets which are relatively inexpensive to produce, and the alignment of

the mirror segments is simple. However, the design suffers from off-axis comatic aberrations

and an asynchronous arrival time of photons. The time dispersion becomes significant when

it is comparable to the quick Cherenkov flash; therefore the DC design limits the mirror

diameter to roughly <15 m. The VERITAS telescopes have a mirror diameter of 12 m and

a focal length of 12 m. Each segmented mirror has an area of approximately 0.322 m2,

resulting in a total mirror area of approximately 110 m2. The mirror facets are aluminized

and anodized to protect them from degradation [RIP08]. The resulting reflectivity curve

of the mirrors is reasonably well matched to the transmission curve of the Cherenkov light,

after accounting for absorption in the atmosphere. After alignment of the mirror segments,

the optical point spread function (PSF) achieves an 80% containment radius of around 0.05◦

(10.5 mm) [MHK10].
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3.2.1.2 Camera and Electronics

The VERITAS camera, located at the focal plane 12m from the mirror, consists of 499 pixels

containing PMTs, each with an individual field of view of 0.15◦ resulting in a total camera

field of view of 3.5◦ diameter. Dead space between PMTs is reduced with the use of Winston

light concentrating cones. A PMT consists of a photocathode and a series of dynodes in

order to generate a measurable signal in response to an incident photon. The peak quantum

efficiency of the camera PMTs for the V4 and V5 array states was 18-22%, before being

upgraded in 2012 to have an increased peak quantum efficiency of 32-34% [Kie13]. The

analog output voltage from the PMTs is sent through an AC coupled preamplifier integrated

with the PMT to increase the signal to noise ratio before it is sent through a long coaxial

cable to the Flash Analog to Digital Converter (FADC) boards where it is sampled at a rate

of 500 MHz (2ns digitization step size). The nominal conversion ratio is 0.128 digital counts

per mV, where a single photoelectron has a pulse size corresponding to 4− 5 digital counts.

In order to capture fluctuations about zero from caused by the variable NSB, a small baseline

DC voltage is added (∼ 16 digital counts) to the signal before digitization. This voltage is

set to be just large enough to capture the expected negative fluctuations while retaining as

much room as possible to avoid saturation in the FADC and achieve the maximum dynamic

range. The signal is continuously digitized and temporarily stored in a circular buffer of size

64 µs, where it awaits instructions from the trigger system on whether the readout should be

sent for storage or discarded. The relative PMT gains and pixel time delays are calibrated

on a nightly basis for all four telescopes [Han07].

3.2.1.3 Trigger System

The VERITAS array has a three level trigger system which is designed to filter out light

from sources other than γ-ray induced Cherenkov light [Wei08]. The frequent sources of noise

include: the night-sky background (NSB), muon-generated local Cherenkov light, pedestrian
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lighting, and electronics noise. The level one (L1) trigger occurs at the individual pixel level,

and is designed to trigger when a PMT’s output voltage quickly rises in correspondence with

a Cherenkov flash of light. This is done with the use of a constant fraction discriminator

(CFD) board, which accompanies each PMT pixel. The CFD uses three copies of the analog

PMT output voltage. The first copy determines if the pixel should trigger by checking if

the voltage pulse crosses a set threshold (∼ 50mV) and fires if it does. The second and

third copies determine the timing of the pulse. One copy is attenuated and the other is

time delayed and inverted; then the two copies are combined and sent into to a zero crossing

discriminator (ZCD) to extract the timing of the pulse.

The second level (L2) trigger is at the telescope level. The L1 triggers for each camera

are monitored, and when a number of adjacent pixels (usually three) have an L1 trigger

occur within a coincidence window of about six nanoseconds, an L2 trigger is made for that

telescope. This trigger filters out NSB and individual PMT noise, since the triggering of

these events are unlikely to be grouped on the camera.

The third level (L3) trigger occurs at the array scale, requiring at least two telescope

L2 triggers to occur within some coincidence window, usually 50-100 ns. Timing delays

from the shower geometry and signal travel time to the L3 trigger system are taken into

account. This trigger provides a strong filter for muon-generated Cherenkov light since such

events typically have a small spatial footprint. An L3 trigger then instigates a readout of

the data buffer from the FADC boards for all telescopes to be saved to the database and

later analyzed. During this readout time the telescopes stop taking data which results in

a deadtime window, stressing the importance of the trigger system. The typical deadtime

percentage for the VERITAS array is around 10% at an L3 trigger rate of 325 Hz.

The camera pixels are artificially triggered at a rate of 1 Hz in order to sample the baseline

digital counts and quantify the light contamination. The average of these samples (the

pedestal) and the RMS (the pedestal variance, or pedvar) are determined and incorporated

into the event reconstruction.
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3.2.2 Observations and Analysis

Standard VERITAS observations occur during the night either when the Moon is below the

horizon, or dim (< 10µA in the PMTs). Non-standard modes of observation which account

for a bright moon also exist, but are not used in the collection of data for this dissertation.

Nightly observations are broken up into a series of runs customarily 30 minutes long. The

weather can affect the event rate observed by the telescopes, and as such it is important to

monitor the weather conditions. This is achieved with the use of a set of three far infrared

(FIR) cameras and a light detection and ranging (LIDAR) system. Ultimately the observers

who collect the data on site make an assessment of the weather in the form of a letter grade

(A-F). Further quality control of the data is performed the next day, where instrument

diagnostics are monitored and the weather status is reassessed.

The data analysis process begins by selecting quality runs to analyze. The standard

criteria for a run to be considered quality is to have at least three functioning telescopes

and a weather grade of B or higher. Once a set of runs is determined, the data must

undergo a process of cleaning, reconstruction, and analysis to measure γ-ray counts from ON

and OFF regions and determine a γ-ray detection significance or limits. The Eventdisplay

software package is used for data analysis in this dissertation [MH18]. The processing and

reconstruction of events is performed on individual runs with the output saved and usable

for further high level analysis.

3.2.2.1 Event Processing and Cleaning

The FADC trace for a pixel is processed to determine the charge, a quantity which represents

the amount of Cherenkov light which the pixel captured for the event. The profile of the

FADC trace from the Cherenkov pulse has a steep climb and then decays quickly, all occurring

within 12 ns after factoring in delays from asynchronous optics and geometrical effects. The

pulses are processed in two steps. First, the pedestal is subtracted and the T0 point is
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found, defined as the 2 ns interval where the digital counts of the pulse rises above the half

maximimum of the pulse. Second, the digital counts are integrated over six intervals (12 ns)

starting from just before the T0 point, resulting in the event charge. Alternative dynamical

methods of charge determination relevant to the reconstruction of higher energy events with

large impact parameter on the ground (which can last up to 100 ns or longer) exist but are

not used in this dissertation.

Each triggered event in a run is “cleaned” before being reconstructed. Cleaning removes

pixels that are not pertinent to the Cherenkov reconstruction, or events which cannot be

reconstructed well. In order to identify these pixels, cleaning is done in steps. First the

image pixels are identified, defined as the pixels with a charge greater than 5 pedvars above

the pedestal. Then the border pixels are determined, defined as the pixels that are adjacent

to an image pixel and with a charge greater than 2.5 pedvars above the pedestal. Image

pixels without at least one associated border pixel are removed and the remaining image

and border pixels make up the cleaned shower image (see Figure 3.6). A quality check is

then made on the cleaned shower image to determine if it should be used for the event

reconstruction. If the image is too dim, that is if the total charge of all pixels in the cleaned

image is below a threshold value, typically 100-400 digital counts, it is not used. A second

check is to remove images that have been truncated by the camera and result in a misguided

reconstruction. If greater than 20% of the total charge is contributed from pixels on the

border of the camera, the image is not used. This truncation and removal of events due

to the finite camera size results in a nonuniform probability of events being observed which

depends on both an event’s energy and distance from the pointing direction.

3.2.2.2 Event Reconstruction

After the Cherenkov images have been cleaned and filtered, a moment analysis is performed

on the surviving camera pixels following Hillas’ method (see Figure 3.7) [Hil85]. The zeroth

moment, called the image size, is the sum of charges in the surviving pixels. The first moment
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Figure 3.6: An example of a triggered shower before (left) and after (right) image cleaning.

The color scale of the pre-cleaned pixels displays the digital counts for that pixel, while the

post-cleaned pixels have a color corresponding to whether the pixel is an image (red) or

border (yellow) pixel.

gives the centroid position of the image, and the distance is defined as the separation between

the centroid and the camera center. The image pixels are fit to the shape of a two dimensional

ellipse, and the second moments are determined with respect to the major and minor axis

of this ellipse, called the length and width, respectively. The angle of the major axis of the

ellipse is then used by multiple telescopes to perform a stereo reconstruction of the Cherenkov

shower. The arrival direction of the shower is determined by superimposing the ellipses

determined for each telescope onto the camera coordinates and tracing the intersection points

of the major axis. Since there are
(
N
2

)
intersection points for N included telescopes, a weighted

average is performed. The weight factor for the intersection of telescopes i and j typically

used is

wij = sin(θij)

(
1

Si
+

1

Sj

)−1(
wi
li

+
wj
lj

)−1

where θij is the angle between the major axes of telescopes i and j, Si is the size for telescope

i, and wi, li are the width and length, respectively, for telescope i. The shower core position,
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Figure 3.7: A cleaned telescope image which has been cleaned and parameterized. The PMT

trace for a single pixel is shown in the sub plot. The vertical dashed line represents the T0

point, and the voltage is integrated over the shaded region to determine the pixel’s charge.

Image taken from [Hol15].

the location on the ground that the primary γ-ray photon would have hit had it not cascaded,

is also determined by superimposing the ellipses in the shower plane coordinates instead of

the camera coordinates (see Figure 3.8). The impact parameter is then determined for each

telescope, defined as the distance from the core position to the telescope projected into the

plane perpendicular to the shower axis.

Energy reconstruction of the primary particle for a given image size and impact param-

eter is found with the use of lookup tables produced from Monte Carlo simulations. The

simulations model the VERITAS instrument response functions (IRFs), and are generated

for a variety of observing conditions (including NSBs, telescope elevations and azimuths, and

incident angles). Monte Carlo simulations are also performed for incident hadronic particles,

which make up over 99% of all Cherenkov showers that trigger VERITAS. The simulations

reveal that γ-ray showers are imaged with an elongated, narrow shape while hadronic show-

ers are imaged as relatively shorter and bulkier. In order to remove many of the hadronic
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Figure 3.8: Left: The arrival direction of the shower is determined by superimposing the

parameterized ellipses and intersecting the major axes. Right: The location where the shower

core would have impacted the ground is determined by intersecting the major axes of the

ellipses in the shower plane coordinates. Image taken from [DHH97].

showers, the images are characterized by two shape parameters: the mean scaled width

(mscw) and mean scaled length (mscl). The mscw and mscl of an event are defined as

mscw =
1

N

n∑
i=1

wi − w̄(S,D)

σw(S,D)

mscl =
1

N

n∑
i=1

li − l̄(S,D)

σl(S,D)

where N is the number of telescopes included in the analysis, and the simulated means

and standard deviations w̄(S,D) and l̄(S,D) are the simulated mean width and length,

respectively, for a given image size (S) and impact parameter (D), with σw(S,D), σl(S,D)

being the simulated standard deviations. A simple “box cut” is performed which removes

events with a mscw or mscl outside of an acceptable range associated with γ-ray events,

typically being −1.2 ≤ mscw ≤ 0.35, and −1.2 ≤ mscl ≤ 0.7 (see Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of mean-scaled widths for γ-rays and hadrons from simulated and

real data. Events outside of the shaded region are discarded. A similar cut is also performed

in the length parameter space. Image taken from [Hol15].
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3.2.2.3 Background Determination Methods

A final discrimination on hadronic events is performed by defining the ON region where

the expected γ-ray signal is coming from to a restricted solid angle in order to maximize

the signal-to-noise ratio. This θ2 cut, which is only applicable for compact sources for

which angular extent does not significantly exceed the angular resolution of VERITAS,

provides a strong reduction in background events from isotropic cosmic rays. After the

sequence of cuts to remove hadronic-like events, there still remains a large number of events

induced by primary particles other than source γ-rays. These background events consist

primarily of electromagnetic showers from a primary electron or positron, and hadronic

showers which appear γ-ray-like due to a strong electromagnetic component developing early

in its shower. In order to extract a signal from the source, a sampling of the background

rate is necessary. This is performed by observing background regions where no γ-ray signal

expected, in addition to the source region. A significance calculation is then performed as

described in Section 3.1.4.

The background region should be chosen to match the observing conditions of the source

region as closely as possible to avoid introducing systematic errors. There are two conven-

tional methods for selecting the background regions for compact sources: the reflected region

(RR) method and the ring-background (RB) method (see Figure 3.10). Both methods mea-

sure the source and background regions simultaneously within a single observation, providing

the major benefit of ensuring that the observing conditions are identical while requiring no

additional observing time.

For the RR method, a compact source is observed in “wobble” mode with a slight pointing

offset (typically 0.5◦), such that the field of view contains multiple background regions of

equal distance from the pointing direction and of the same size as the source region. This

method assumes that the reflected regions are source-free. Since the background and source

regions have equal area and are at equal distances from the pointing direction, no correction
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is needed for the nonuniform probability of measuring events at different distances from

the pointing direction. The RR method is not applicable for observations that are pointed

directly at the source. The RB method uses an annulus around the source, with an adjustable

inner and outer radii, as the background region. Unlike the RR method, the RB method

is affected by the nonuniform probability of detecting events at different distances from the

pointing direction, and an estimated correction is applied. However, the RB method can

potentially use more of the telescope’s field of view when generating a prediction.

Both RR and RB methods are not applicable for γ-ray sources which have an angular

extent that is large compared to the γ-ray PSF of VERITAS, and for sources which have

an unknown morphology. For especially extended sources which have an angular extent

that exceeds the VERITAS field of view, a signal and background measurement cannot

be simultaneously made. Therefore, for extended objects such as the Coma GCl, which is

studied in this dissertation, an alternative background method is needed. Such a method is

developed in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.10: The ring-background (left) and reflected region (right) background prediction

methods depicted on the γ-ray source PKS 2155-304. The solid angle contained within the

solid red lines are the regions where background measurements are made, and the source

region is contained in the dashed white line. Image taken from [BFH07].
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CHAPTER 4

Data Analysis of the Coma Galaxy Cluster Extended

Field

The genuine γ-ray signal in IACT data is masked by the overwhelming background of cosmic

rays (CRs). Consequentially, the conventional approach to analyze sources with relatively

small angular extension, with a characteristic angular scale considerably smaller than the

field of view of the IACT, is a two stage process. First, the background is reduced by

the application of cuts, collectively called “shape cuts”, which capitalize on the differences

between hadronic and electromagnetic cascades. The remaining sample of γ-ray-like events is

still largely contaminated by CR initiated cascades, which can be hadronic or electromagnetic

in origin. To detect compact sources, an excess of event counts is determined by comparing

the integrated counts from the region where the putative source is located, and from a source-

free region in the same observation field. Two conventional techniques for the background

determination are typically used, known as the ring-background method and the reflected

region method (see Section 3.2.2.3).

An IACT array acceptance is a function which represents the probability of an event

being triggered and successfully reconstructed. The VERITAS acceptance is dependent on

the angular distance from the pointing direction, especially beyond the central 1◦. The

implementation of the ring-background method requires knowledge of this angular accep-

tance, since the CR-induced γ-ray-like background for this method is sampled at different

angular distances. The reflected region method utilizes the axial symmetry of the radial

acceptance and therefore does not require the exact knowledge of this function at the cost of
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a larger relative statistical error since the axial-symmetry-constrained region for background

determination is limited in the field of view. The ring-background method was used in the

original VERITAS publication to test several hypotheses of ≤ 0.4◦ radius γ-ray emission in

the Coma GCl [AAB12]. This method is dependent on the putative source morphology and

the null detection conclusions of the paper are valid only under the assumption that the

Coma GCl emission is limited to a ≤ 0.6◦ radius region around the cluster center. Given

that the evidence for the virial shocks has been claimed [KKL17] at radii larger than 0.6◦

based on the skymap provided in this publication, it is essential to design a new analysis

method which could verify the presence of such an emission in the the entire field of view of

VERITAS.

This chapter describes a non-conventional data analysis which was specifically developed

to evaluate the existence of γ-ray emission with a very large angular extension (possibly

larger than the VERITAS IACT field of view) in the Coma GCl field utilizing a number of

mosaic pointings using VERITAS V4 and V6 data.

This analysis can be viewed as an elaborated version of what is known as the “matched

runs” method in which a large set of archival VERITAS observations is used to estimate the

CR induced γ-ray-like background from believed source-free observation fields with matched

observational conditions. Unfortunately, the variations of these observing conditions in-

evitably introduce a systematic error into the analysis due to the fact that the background

counts are no longer sampled from the same field of view as the source region. Data selec-

tion and calibration procedures utilizing the isotropic CR signal are purposely developed to

reduce the magnitude of the residual variance and bias introduced by this method. To cor-

rectly evaluate the significance of detection in this method, the residual systematic variance

is determined, and the associated mathematical procedures based on the maximum likeli-

hood methodology have been developed to combine this variance with the Poisson count

variance to generate a corrected significance.

The mosaic of VERITAS observations over the Coma GCl field is unprecedentedly large
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(∼ 5◦ × 5◦) meaning that with a total exposure of ∼ 20 hours in V6 data, the exposure per

(∼ 0.2◦×0.2◦) sky bin is expected to be small, non-uniform and have limited sensitivity within

each bin. With this limitation in mind, an attempt is made in this dissertation to search

for the presence of a γ-ray signal in the form of deviations in the significance distribution of

individual sky bins associated with the specific theoretically motivated emission regions in

the sky [KKL17, PP10].

In addition to the creation of a significance sky map, a single significance is generated

over integrated solid angle regions corresponding to the two theoretically motivated emission

morphologies. Given that the γ-ray emission from the Coma GCl has a potentially unprece-

dented extension for a detection by IACTs so far, this strategy provides the most sensitive

tool to test a few specifically motivated morphologies of VHE γ-ray emission without diluting

the methodology by the large trial factors.

There is one important consideration in designing the VERITAS data analysis chain

which is uniquely adopted in this dissertation. Namely, an effort is made to design an analysis

of the excess counts in each sky bin or in an integrated sky bin over a given morphology to be

independent of the VERITAS angular acceptance function. Instead of re-scaling background

values based on the VERITAS angular acceptance function, the background is assembled

from source-free observational fields exactly mocking the real observations of a given sky

bin or integrated region in the Coma GCl. This procedure dramatically reduces potential

errors in the excess count determination, which is the motivation for this strategy. Once

a significant number of excess counts is established with confidence, then a determination

of the extended γ-ray source’s flux properties can be made with the use of the VERITAS

acceptance function. However, these considerations are treated as a task of future analysis

development and is not considered in this dissertation.

Finally, at the end of this chapter the Coma GCl member galaxy Dragonfly 44 is analyzed

as a potential Dark Matter candidate source.
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4.1 Analysis of Extended Emission in the Coma GCl

In VHE γ-ray astronomy the overwhelming majority (> 99%) of triggered events originate

from the isotropic cosmic ray background. A small percentage (< 10%) of these cosmic-ray-

originated events appear like γ-ray events, either because a strong electromagnetic branch

develops early on in the hadronic shower or because the primary particle is actually an

electron. In this analysis these events which appear like γ rays are called γ-ray-like events,

and the remaining cosmic-ray events are called cosmic-ray-like events. In order to measure

a source region’s γ-ray emission, a measurement of the background is necessary. Then a

significance can be determined from the excess counts above the background level as was

described in Section 3.1.4.

The acceptance of VERITAS depends on the various conditions in which the array op-

erates, and therefore a background measurement made with a different acceptance than the

source measurement contains both a bias error of mean value and an increased variance.

Typically, as with observations of compact sources, the telescope field of view simultane-

ously contains the source region and source-free background regions, commonly called ON

and OFF regions, respectively, which allow for a sampling of the background with nearly

identical observing conditions, and thus acceptances. This strategy is incompatible with

an analysis of an angular extended source such as the suggested virial shock emission in

the Coma GCl, which has an angular extension within and beyond 5◦. The analysis pre-

sented in this thesis develops a method to estimate the background over the full field of

view of Coma GCl observations using a large collection of archival VERITAS data. This

method inevitably introduces a systematic error in the background estimation because of

the different acceptances of the data. The principle contributors to the variations in run

acceptance are: weather conditions, telescope pointing direction (elevation and azimuth),

night-sky background (NSB) brightness affecting the pedestal variation (pedvar), and dif-

ferent configuration and hardware states of the telescope array. The mechanism through
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which these parameters affect the acceptance is described later in this chapter. In general

cosmic-ray-like and γ-ray-like events have different acceptances, due to their different image

shapes, which are affected differently by these parameters.

The VERITAS acceptance is also dependent on the energy of the primary particle through

a variety of mechanisms. The telescope trigger plays a critical role in the detection of low

energy events; for example, low energy showers which are just bright enough to trigger

the data readout can elude detection if the Cherenkov light is attenuated, either by cloudy

weather or an increased atmospheric depth at lower pointing elevations. The acceptance is

also sensitive at higher energies. In general higher energy showers are more likely to have

larger shower images recorded on the camera plane, since more pixels will trigger on the

brighter Cherenkov shower. As the energy of the primary particle becomes larger, and the

shower becomes brighter, there is a greater chance that the shower will be detected partially

outside of the camera field of view and be truncated, in which case the event will be discarded

during the image cleaning stage of the event reconstruction. Since the acceptance is energy

dependent, this analysis is performed on energy binned sets of data. The set of data is divided

into three equal logarithmically-spaced energy bins per decade, with four total energy bins

analyzed starting from 215 GeV up to 4.64 TeV. In addition, a set of data over the full

energy range considered (0.2− 4.6 TeV) is analyzed.

The first step of the analysis procedure presented in this chapter is to apply the “matched

runs” method by evaluating the notable acceptance-affecting observing parameters of the

available Coma GCl data. With the balance in mind of maximizing exposure while con-

straining the acceptance-sensitive parameter space, a cut range is defined for all considered

parameters which results in a large range of pointing elevations surviving the selection pro-

cess. The archival VERITAS data which survive these cuts have their solid angle which

contains sources removed and are considered source-free runs. The selection details, in-

cluding descriptions of the mechanisms through which the considered parameters affect the

VERITAS acceptance, is explained in Section 4.1.1.
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After the conventional “matched runs” method is performed, the systematic error, both

bias and variance, caused by the different acceptances in still varying observing conditions

is known to be substantial. The analysis method developed in this dissertation further

builds on the “matched runs” method by using the cosmic-ray-like events as a calibration

source of the individual observing run acceptances. The calibration procedure consists of two

steps. First, a linear regression is performed to correct for the dependence of the cosmic-ray-

like acceptance on pointing elevation. Then, once the elevation bias has been removed, an

attenuation calibration is performed by matching the cosmic-ray-like event rate above a cutoff

energy for all runs. The adjustment of the cosmic-ray-like event rate for each run is made

by modifying the gain of the telescopes in the data processing software, which has the effect

comparable to adding or removing a neutral density filter to the cameras. The procedure is

iteratively applied until settling on the targeted cutoff energy, defined by applying the same

procedure to the Crab Nebula, the standard candle in VHE astronomy. Since the event rate

of cosmic-ray-like events is approximately independent of a real γ-ray source in the field of

view, this procedure has the major advantage of being able to simultaneously calibrate both

the Coma GCl runs and the source-free runs. After this attenuation calibration on cosmic-

ray-like events is performed, only the γ-ray-like events are considered, which are selected by

the application of the “shape” cuts. A pointing elevation dependence is expected for the

γ-ray-like event rates and the same linear regression procedure used on the cosmic-ray-like

events is performed on the γ-ray-like events using only the source-free data, and all (Coma

GCl and source-free) runs are corrected to remove potential bias. The calibration procedures

outlined in this paragraph are explained in Section 4.1.2.

The acceptance is dependent on the event’s position in the camera field of view with re-

spect to the pointing direction. A major contributor to this dependence is the truncation of

images at the edge of the camera which are subsequently rejected during image reconstruc-

tion. This dependence can be characterized predominantly by the angular distance from the

pointing direction, with a minor second order dependence on the axial angle due to elevation
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across the camera field of view. The second order correction is negligible for a single run, but

it becomes important when considering large solid angles and exposures which this analysis

incorporates. A linear regression is performed and a relatively small elevation (“Y-position”)

correction is made by weighting the events (typically ∼ 5% in magnitude). The remaining

angular acceptance depends only on the radial distance from the pointing direction. Since

this analysis uses the full VERITAS field of view (up to ∼ 1.9◦ in radius considered), and

the angular acceptance rapidly decreases past the central 1◦, measuring and correcting for

the angular acceptance would introduce significant errors in determining the background.

Instead, events and exposures are binned in their radial distance from the pointing direc-

tion. For a given solid angle in the Coma GCl region the angular binned amount of exposure

each Coma GCl run has in the region is determined, defined as the exposure profile, which

is mocked by the source-free runs to determine a background measurement. The angular

acceptance considerations are explained in Section 4.1.3.

Since a defined exposure profile corresponds to its measured ON counts, the same ex-

posure profile assigned to source-free runs can produce a measurement of the background.

Given that the available source-free dataset has many more runs than the Coma GCl dataset,

multiple samples of the background can be created. A significance is then determined using

an adapted probability density distribution function which is modeled to incorporate a resid-

ual variance. Details of generating background measurements and computing a significance

of the excess counts are explained in Section 4.1.4, which completes the description of the

method. The method is then applied to the available Coma GCl data in two ways. First,

skymaps are produced with significances determined for square solid angle bins, and the

distribution of the skymap bin significances can be evaluated. Second, two specific Coma

GCl γ-ray emitting morphologies are tested by creating a single solid angle bin which traces

the tested region and a corresponding singular significance is determined. Both methods are

applied in Section 4.1.5 and the results are presented.
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4.1.1 Data Selection

VERITAS has observed the Coma GCl region over two campaigns. The first set of obser-

vations occurred in the Spring of 2008, during the V4 configuration epoch of VERITAS. A

second set of observations occurred more recently, in the Spring of 2017 and again in 2019

and 2020, both under the V6 configuration epoch of VERITAS. The V4 and V6 epochs have

qualitatively different array configurations: the layout of the telescopes and the γ-ray camera

are significantly different between epochs. Many of the procedures applied in this analysis

are nontransferable between epochs and therefore this analysis is performed independently

for both V4 and V6 epochs.

In order to select VERITAS runs which are suitable for a background estimation, having

similar observing conditions as the Coma GCl runs, the Coma GCl dataset is first evalu-

ated and constrained. The primary parameters expected to affect the VERITAS acceptance

include the number of active telescopes, weather during observation, telescope pointing ele-

vation and azimuth, and the pedvar level corresponding to the brightness of the sky during

observation. For each parameter considered, its effect on the acceptance is described and a

restriction is made.

The VERITAS acceptance is greatest under the ideal weather conditions of clear skies.

The weather conditions for each run are examined by the observers and a letter grade is

assigned based on their assessment. In addition, throughout the run far infrared (FIR)

measurements are made towards the pointing direction to detect the cloud coverage by

measuring the temperature of the night-sky. The RMS variation of the FIR measurements

is determined for the run and converted into a letter grade (values of 0.3◦ C or lower are

given A or B grades). Evaluation of the cloud coverage is critical; the presence of clouds in

the atmosphere reduces the amount of light collected by the telescope and correspondingly

reduces the trigger rate of the telescope array, as events which have a brightness just above the

trigger threshold dip below it, and are irrecoverably lost. While the absent data preferentially
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affects lower energy events, a subset of high energy events with large impact parameters is also

affected. In general, worsening weather conditions lowers the acceptance across all energies

unequally. The inclusion of data from all weather conditions would introduce large, energy

dependent variations in the acceptance, while restricting the data to only ideal weather

conditions would significantly limit the working exposure. In consideration of balancing

these two factors, the threshold of a weather grade of “B” or better for both evaluations

(observer assessment and FIR RMS) is decided. This threshold retains most (> 80%, 40

hours) of the Coma GCl exposure while limiting the variations in acceptance due to poor

weather. All Coma GCl observations were taken in the Winter atmosphere (ATM 21).

Since only a few Coma GCl observations (< 4%) occurred with fewer than four operating

telescopes, only runs with four operational telescopes are included in this analysis.

The telescope pointing direction also affects the acceptance in an energy dependent way.

When pointed at zenith, observed events travel through the smallest distance of the atmo-

sphere. As the pointing elevation of the telescopes lowers, two effects occur: the footprint

of the Cherenkov light pool increases as the propagation distance increases, and the atten-

uation of the Cherenkov shower increases. The result is that at lower pointing elevations,

there is an increase in the effective area of the telescope and a decrease in sensitivity to

events, especially lower energy events. In addition, the azimuth of the pointing direction

also affects the acceptance. The array is not azimuthally symmetric (especially in the V4

epoch), meaning the stereoscopic sensitivity and resulting impact parameters change as the

telescopes move across azimuthal pointing directions. A second azimuthal effect is caused

by the Earth’s magnetic field, which points from South to North with an inclination angle of

58◦ downwards at the VERITAS location. Electrons and positrons in the Cherenkov cascade

are traveling perpendicular to the magnetic field when the telescope is pointing North, and

parallel when pointed South. For this reason, as the azimuth direction points closer towards

North, the Cherenkov shower broadens and is more likely to be truncated in the camera field

of view, making event reconstruction less likely. The available Coma GCl observations are
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Figure 4.1: Available Coma GCl exposure by VERITAS for the V4 (top) and V6 (bottom)

epochs with four operating telescopes and A or B weather. The x and y axes correspond to

the pointing azimuth and elevation in degrees, respectively, where the VERITAS azimuth

coordinate system runs clockwise from the North direction. The bin increments for elevation

and azimuth are 1◦ and 5◦, respectively. The red boxes highlight the telescope pointing

cuts made, such that the selected observations are constrained to have similar observing

conditions without the loss of excessive exposure.
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analyzed and cut such that the pointing effects are consistent (the selected cuts for V4 and

V6 are shown in Figure 4.1).

Another selection is made on the available data by filtering by average observation pedvar.

The NSB varies across different regions of the sky, being brightest for pointings towards

the Galactic Center and dimmest when pointing orthogonal to the Galactic plane. The

NSB is also affected by weather conditions, moonlight brightness, and other forms of light

pollution during observations. The image cleaning process uses the measured pedvar value

in determining which pixels to retain. Since the pedvar, and thus the image cleaning process,

is dependent on the brightness of the sky, the observations used in this analysis are restricted

to a limited range of run-averaged pedvars. The pedvars of the Coma GCl observations are

found to occupy narrow range of values, as shown in Figure 4.2, and therefore no Coma runs

are removed on the basis of pedvar.

Once the range of observing conditions containing the Coma GCl data is defined, VERI-

TAS archival observations which are within this range are selected to be used as background

runs, hereafter called source-free data (field of view regions containing real or potential

sources are removed). The amount of remaining exposure of the Coma GCl in the V4 and

V6 epochs totals to 10.0 and 18.6 hours, respectively, and of source-free observations amounts

to 37.7 and 116.5 hours, respectively. The restriction of the observing conditions presented

thus far attempts to constrain the data to similar observing conditions and limit the bias

and residual variance introduced from combining data from different observations, and the

calibrations presented in the following sections aim to further reduce these systematic er-

rors. The residual variance is modeled into the likelihood estimation under the assumption

that the remaining acceptances, and thus event rates, are normally distributed (explained

in detail in Section 4.1.4). This assumption is observed to be satisfied for data taken with

the same instrument hardware, but it is not true over time periods where a significant,

qualitative modification occurred to the hardware of the telescope array. For example the

V4 and V6 array epochs have different telescope layouts and γ-ray cameras, and therefore
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Figure 4.2: The resulting pedestal variance (pedvar) distributions of V4 (top) and V6 (bot-

tom) Coma GCl observations after performing the elevation and azimuth selection. Since the

distributions are already well constrained, therefore no additional pedvar selection is made

on the Coma GCl observations. The background data selection requires V4 and V6 runs to

have pedvars within the ranges shown.
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Figure 4.3: A scatter plot of the mean γ-ray-like event rates (in Hz) above 215 GeV for indi-

vidual V4 runs passing the selection criteria after calibrations (described later) are performed.

Energies below 215 GeV are not considered in this analysis because of their sensitivity to

trigger effects. Coma GCl runs are shown in blue, while the source-free runs are shown in

red. A jump in the calibrated rates can be seen between the runs before and after 39500

(marked by the dashed line) when significant hardware changes to the VERITAS array oc-

curred, and therefore the runs before this date are removed from the source-free dataset.

Note the gap in the data points is because these runs have an increased night-sky brightness

(pedvar) value at the selected elevation and azimuth range.
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Figure 4.4: Histograms of the γ-ray-like event rates for V4 runs after calibrations (described

later) are performed, before (top) and after (bottom) the outlier runs (runs before 39500)

are removed. The event rate mean and standard deviation is determined for the dataset

containing both Coma GCl and source-free runs, and the histogram is created in reference

to these parameters with the red line displaying the normal distribution. The Coma GCl

observations are shown in orange and the combined Coma GCl and source-free runs are

shown in blue. The distribution of source-free runs is more representative of the Coma GCl

distribution after the outlier runs are removed. Note that the mean and standard deviation

changes between plots, since it is computed before and after the outlier runs are removed.
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there is a qualitative difference in their data. A similar shift in the array acceptance caused

by hardware changes is observed within the V4 epoch. In early 2008, 10 months after the

VERITAS first light, numerous hardware upgrades and alterations were made, including a

replacement of the L2 trigger system. The resulting array acceptance drastically changed

around this time, shortly before the Coma GCl observations were performed, as can be seen

in Figure 4.3. Even after the calibration procedures are performed on the data, the rates of

the hardware-altered runs remain distinguished from the rest of the data. Therefore, in order

for the source-free data to be representative of the Coma GCl data and obtain an approx-

imately normal distribution of acceptances, the outlier runs are removed (see Figure 4.4).

For the V4 data, runs before MJD 39500 are removed, which correspondingly reduces the

source-free run exposure from 37.7 hours to 25.7 hours. The V6 rates, seen in Figure 4.5,

do not have any obvious shifts in acceptances or significant hardware changes, and therefore

no V6 observations are removed. Table 4.1 summarizes the list of observing conditions that

are used to filter the data in conjunction with the accepted range, as well as the remaining

exposure on the Coma GCl observations and the available exposure of source-free data.

4.1.2 Data Calibration

After the source-free runs are selected, they are processed with the Eventdisplay analysis

software with the default cut parameters [MH18]. A trace summation window of 6 samples

is used (2ns samples for a total of 12ns) for both V4 and V6 data to determine the charge

(measured in digital counts) for each pixel. Camera images are then cleaned and the events

are reconstructed geometrically (standard), with the requirement that at least two telescopes

observe an event to be retained. The “standard” box cuts are performed on the surviving

events, where the determined MSCW and MSCL are used to classify the event as either

γ-ray-like or cosmic-ray-like (see Table 4.2 for a description of the standard cuts). The

collection of event properties (image brightness, impact parameter, pointing elevation, etc.)

are input into a simulation-derived lookup table to determine the primary particle’s energy
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Figure 4.5: Top: A scatter plot of the mean γ-ray-like event rates (in Hz) above 215 GeV

for individual V6 runs passing the selection criteria after calibrations (described later) are

performed. Coma GCl runs are shown in blue, while the source-free runs are shown in

red. Bottom: Histogram of the γ-ray-like event rates for V6 runs after calibrations are

performed. The event rate mean and standard deviation is determined for the dataset

containing both Coma GCl and source-free runs, and the histogram is created in reference

to these parameters with the red line displaying the normal distribution. The Coma GCl

observations are shown in orange and the combined Coma GCl and source-free runs are

shown in blue. The distribution of rates of the source-free runs are approximately centered

with respect to the Coma GCl runs, however the dispersion is not the same. While the

variances of the Coma GCl and source-free runs are expected to match with more data, the

discrepancy seen here may result in an overestimation of the significances later calculated

which are based on a likelihood ratio with one degree of freedom.
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Table 4.1: Observing Condition Selections

Epoch

V4 V6

Minimum Run Duration 10 min 10 min

Weather Grade A/B A/B

Number of Telescopes 4 4

Pointing Elevation 60◦ − 81◦ 62◦ − 82◦

Pointing Azimuth 245◦ − 280◦ 235◦ − 275◦

Pedvar 3.5− 4.4 4.2− 5.3

Selected Coma Exposure 10.0 hr 18.6 hr

Selected Source-Free Exposure 25.7 hr 116.5 hr

Selected Crab Exposure 4.9 hr 7.9 hr

under the assumption that the event originated from a γ-ray primary. The mean deadtime of

each run is measured (∼10%), which is the percent of time where data acquisition is halted

by the readout process and the exposures are correspondingly reduced.

The field of view of the runs are modified to remove regions, which contain astrophysical

objects that are expected to significantly alter the telescope acceptance. There are two

possible types of objects and corresponding impact on the acceptance: γ-ray sources and

bright stars. The source-free runs are comprised of observations that do not contain extended

γ-ray sources in the field of view. Once these runs are selected, a 0.1◦ radius region around

putative and known sources are removed from the data, leaving the rest of the field of view

source-free. In addition, bright stars are known to modify the reconstruction of events in

the star region. For very bright stars imaged onto the camera plane, the pixel (or multiple

pixels) containing the star are saturated with light and unable to capture Cherenkov photons

and contribute to the IACT event reconstruction. This manifests as a divergence of events

from the location of the star, and therefore a 0.25◦ radius region is removed around known
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Table 4.2: Standard cuts used in this analysis

Cut Type Value

NTel ≥ 2

MSCW −1.2→ 0.5

MSCL −1.2→ 0.7

Distance of Shower Core ≤ 350 m

Size Second Max ≥ 400/600 dc (V4/V6)

Emission Height ≥ 6 km

Table 4.3: The cut values made on triggered events for γ-ray-like events. Cosmic-ray-like

events have the same cut parameters but with the complement values of MSCW and MSCL

(which define the shape cut). At least two telescopes are required to have observed an event

to activate stereoscopic reconstruction. Events landing far from the telescope array have

poor stereoscopic reconstruction sensitivity, hence the distance to shower core cut. The size

second max cut is a requirement that the second brightest pixel has a minimum number

of digital counts. A minimum emission height is required, defined as the height of the air

shower which contains the maximum number of Cherenkov emitting particles.

bright stars (Johnson B-magnitude < 5) for all data.

The data selection performed is expected to significantly limit the acceptance variations

across runs for many of the selected parameters with the exception of elevation. The range

of pointing elevations selected for this analysis is broad to accommodate the available Coma

GCl data, and the acceptance is especially sensitive to changes in pointing elevation. Ac-

cordingly, a strong correlation (> 0.7) is observed between the event rates for the runs and

their pointing elevations for most energy bins and for both γ-ray-like and cosmic-ray-like

events. To calibrate for the effect that pointing elevation has on the acceptance, a linear

regression is performed and the exposure of each run is adjusted according to the run’s

pointing elevation. For energy-binned data of a particular particle type (cosmic-ray-like or
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Figure 4.6: Top: A scatter plot of the CR event rates above 460 GeV vs pointing elevation for

all selected V6 runs before gain calibration is performed. Since the cosmic-ray calibration

of gain later performed uses only high energy cosmic-ray events, the elevation correction

is determined for events with approximately the same energy range (above 460 GeV). A

negative correlation is observed which is fitted by the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)

function described in the text. Bottom: After applying the fitted slope to correct the run

exposures, the correlation is removed.
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γ-ray-like), assuming a constant event rate R for all runs, to determine the correction slope

m the Poisson probability distribution function is used in a maximum likelihood estimation:

L(Ni, Ti,∆φi|R,m) =
∏
i

p(Ni, Ti,∆φi|R,m) =
∏
i

e−RTi(1+m∆φi)[RTi(1 +m∆φi)]
Ni

Ni!

where i is the run index, Ni is the observed counts in run i, Ti is the deadtime-weighted

exposure of run i, and ∆φi is the difference between the run elevation φi and pivot point

φ0 (for V4 φ0 = 70◦, for V6 φ0 = 72◦). The slope m is determined for cosmic-ray-like

events (see Figure 4.6) and applied to remove the observed elevation dependence by changing

Ti(1 +m∆φi)→ Ti.

Once the elevation dependence has been removed, the cosmic-ray-like events are used to

calibrate the run acceptances. Since the cosmic-ray background flux is widely believed to

be isotropic with a stable power-law spectrum, different runs should measure approximately

the same cosmic-ray event rate if their acceptances are equal, and therefore the measured

cosmic rays may be useful as a calibration source. Consideration of the energy dependence

of the cosmic-ray events acceptance is important. Varying weather conditions significantly

contribute to differences in run acceptances. The light collected by a Cherenkov telescope for

an event depends on the primary particle’s energy, the distance between the shower core to

the telescope array center (impact parameter), and the attenuation by the atmosphere due

to weather conditions. This means that the high energy events may appear bright or dim,

if the impact parameter is small or large, respectively, while the lowest energy events are

only observed as dim showers with small impact parameters. During cloudy weather where

the atmospheric opacity increases and the Cherenkov light is attenuated, dim events which

are just bright enough to trigger the telescope in clear weather may fall below the trigger

threshold and elude detection. Higher energy events are more likely to be bright events,

and are therefore more likely to remain above the trigger threshold and be observed in all

weather conditions considered, making them the preferred calibration sample. However, due

to the power-law energy spectrum, a greatly increased statistical sample is acquired when

considering lower energy cosmic-ray events.
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Figure 4.7: The resulting Crab energy spectrum for V4 (top) and V6 (bottom) af-

ter iterative gain adjustment. Both spectrums have an integrated flux above 1 TeV of

2.1× 10−11 cm−2 s−1, in agreement with the Crab’s integrated flux published in [Hil98].
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Motivated to achieve a reasonable balance of these two competing factors, a calibration

on cosmic rays is performed such that all runs are reconstructed to have cosmic-ray rate of

15 Hz above a defined cutoff energy. Since atmospheric opacity is expected to be responsible

for the acceptance variations, to counteract the light attenuation the calibration of a run

is performed by adjusting the gain of the camera images during event reconstruction. The

gain correction is iteratively applied until the measured 15 Hz energy is in good agreement

with the defined cutoff energy (< 0.1%), at which point all runs observe the same 15 Hz

cosmic-ray rate above the cutoff energy (see Figure 4.8). This procedure is performed on high

energy cosmic rays after the exposures of the individual runs are first corrected for elevation

as previously described with the slope determined on high energy cosmic rays (> 500 GeV).

The Crab Nebula, the standard candle of γ-ray astronomy, is used to determine the cutoff

energy by performing the same procedure and varying the cutoff energy until the resulting

γ-ray flux above 1 TeV matches the published value (see Figure 4.7). The Crab data used

had the same observing condition selection as previously defined with one exception: the

pedvars of the Crab data are overall higher, yet with a similar tight range, and so no pedvar

selection was made. Since the aim of this analysis is not to determine an energy dependent

flux, but to inspect the existence of an event count excess from the region of interest in the

Coma GCl, an approximate energy scale is deemed satisfactory. After the gain calibration

is completed, then the reconstructed γ-ray-like event rates demonstrate a much smaller

variance, indicating the calibration procedure efficiency (see Figure 4.9). At this point only

the γ-ray-like events selected by applying “shape” cuts are used for the remainder of this

analysis. The linear regression on elevation is performed again using γ-ray-like events from

the source-free dataset. The slope correction is then applied to adjust the exposure of all

run exposures, for both the Coma GCl runs and the source-free runs.
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Figure 4.8: The distribution of the V6 event rates for cosmic-ray events of the 206 individual

runs before (top) and after (bottom) gain calibration is performed. The cutoff energy for

V6 (670 GeV) is shown by the dashed vertical line, and the energy range considered in the

analysis is enclosed in the solid vertical lines (0.2 − 4.6 TeV). The mean rate is shown by

the bold black line with the 3σ Poisson error bars for a ∼ 20 minute exposure. The V4 data

appears similar and are not shown.
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Figure 4.9: The distribution of the V6 event rates for γ-ray-like cosmic-ray events of the 164

individual source-free runs before (top) and after (bottom) gain calibration is performed.

The cutoff energy for V6 (670 GeV) is shown by the dashed vertical line, and the energy

range used in the analysis is enclosed in the solid vertical lines (0.2 − 4.6 TeV). The mean

rate is shown by the bold black line with the 3σ error bars shown for the Poisson error for

a 15 minute exposure. The dispersion in the rates is significantly reduced after the gain

calibration procedure, especially at lower energies. The V4 data appears similar and are not

shown.
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4.1.3 Angular Acceptance Treatment

The VERITAS acceptance in the field of view is generally stable within 1◦ from the pointing

direction, and then can increase or decrease beyond this distance depending on the energy

of the event. This angular dependence originates from the finite camera size, which results

in images being truncated and failing the reconstruction process. For standard point source

analyses, observations are pointed such that events coming from outside the central 1◦ are

not commonly used. In the creation of skymaps, an estimated angular acceptance is utilized

which has significant errors far from the pointing directions. For this Coma GCl analysis,

events coming from the full field of view are considered and therefore the varying angular

acceptance with respect to the pointing direction is important to account for. To first order

the angular dependence is a function depending on the radial distance from the pointing

direction. Only a higher order correction to this approximation exists as a dependence on

the axial angle around the pointing direction, which is caused by the elevation change across

the field of view. Events observed below the pointing direction (towards the Earth’s horizon)

travel through a marginally thicker atmosphere compared to events above the pointing direc-

tion, and therefore the Cherenkov shower is relatively dimmer and less likely to be observed

(especially at lower energies). In general the angular acceptance can be modeled as

f(r, ψ) ≈ g(r) [1 + kr sin(ψ)] = g(r) + kg(r)Y

where r is the radial distance from the pointing direction, ψ is the axial angle, k is a small

scalar at the level of a few percent and g(r) is often referred to as the axial angle independent

radial acceptance. The axial angle dependence is calibrated for by replacing r sin(ψ) with

Y , the displacement from the pointing direction along the elevation axis. To evaluate this

“Y-position” term, the γ-ray-like events for each source-free run n are binned by their Y-

position (horizontal slices across the field of view) in 0.25◦ bins for a total of 16 bins, where

bins below the pointing direction are indexed from −1→ −8, while bins above the pointing

direction are indexed from 1 → 8. The relative difference between corresponding binned
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event rates above and below the pointing direction is determined for run n, normalized by

the mean of the two bins.

∆Rn(Yi) =
Rn(Yi)−Rn(Y−i)

Rn(Yi) +Rn(Y−i)
= knYi

The average over the source-free runs is then found, which demonstrates a roughly linear

dependence on the Y-distance from the pointing direction that is relatively weak (see Fig-

ure 4.10).

〈∆R(Yi)〉 =
1

N

N∑
n

∆Rn(Yi) = 〈kn〉Yi = kYi

The slope of this dependence, k, is determined by a χ2 minimization. Overall this is a small

effect (< 10% for most events), and therefore a linear correction in the form of event weights

is deemed sufficient. The error introduced into the Poisson uncertainty by scaling the event

counts by ∼ 10% is assumed to be minor and ignored in this analysis. The correction is

applied by scaling individual event weights depending on their Y-position such that the total

number of events are preserved to remove potential associated bias

w(Y > 0) = 1 + kY

w(Y < 0) = 1− kY

This process is performed for each energy bin in the data of both V4 and V6 epochs. The

relative difference demonstrates a linear dependence on Y-position for all binned datasets

except for the V4 low energy bin (220− 460 GeV). This is likely because the V4 array epoch

had T1 and T4 telescopes in close proximity to each other, causing the majority of low

energy events to be observed by only these two telescopes and possibly creating an angular

bias in the event reconstruction direction from the pointing direction. Nevertheless the linear

correction is still applied for the V4 low energy binned dataset.

Once the Y-position dependence is corrected, the remaining angular acceptance approx-

imately depends only on the radial distance from the pointing direction. This radial de-

pendent acceptance becomes especially important for events beyond 1◦. Since this analysis
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Figure 4.10: A plot of the relative difference (above and below the pointing direction) of

γ-ray-like events as a function of the angular Y-position. The mean and 1-σ error bars of the

distribution of the source-free runs is shown in black, with the linear fit shown by the blue

line. A 0.25◦ bin size is used. For larger Y-positions where the effect is larger, the decreasing

field of view compounded with the decreased radial acceptance significantly diminishes the

effect’s impact. The plot shown is for V6 source-free runs with events in the 220− 460 GeV

range as an example.
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utilizes the full field of view of observations, over 70% of the solid angle observed is beyond

1◦. The radial acceptance therefore is critically important for this analysis. The radial accep-

tance is a complicated function with dependence on all of the observing conditions presented

(elevation, weather, etc.). Simulated or modeled radial acceptance functions are subject to

significant sources of error. Therefore, to avoid these errors, this analysis takes the approach

of measuring the background from source-free runs with the same radial exposure. The field

of view of all observations is separated into radial bins defined by six concentric rings of

equal solid angle (0.6π deg2 each, for a total solid angle of 3.6π deg2). Events outside of

the field of view (> 1.9◦ from the pointing direction) are expected to be very rare and are

therefore discarded from this analysis.

4.1.4 Excess Counts Significance Computation

For each region of interest in the Coma GCl field, such as a square bin with 0.2◦ length or

an arbitrary shaped region containing proposed VHE γ-ray emission, an exposure profile qji

is determined based on the observations for each run i and radial acceptance bin j:

qji = Ωjiti

The exposure profile is a product of the calibrated exposure ti and solid angle Ωji partitioned

into radial bins and has units of deg2 · sec. The solid angle Ωji for each radial bin j is

reduced from 0.6π deg2 due to star and source removal earlier performed for each run i. An

example of the computation of an exposure profile for a box region of interest is illustrated in

Figure 4.11 for the case of two pointings in two runs of the observations and four radial bins,

rather than six, for simplicity. Each run with the same pointing has the same partitioning

of the solid angle Ωji and a total exposure profile can be viewed as an assembly of all runs,

each represented by a column (a component) in the qji matrix.

The total number of counts observed from a region of interest is naturally computed as
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Figure 4.11: Exposure profile partitioning example showing two pointings and using four

radial bins for simplicity of illustration. The region of interest is outlined by the red box.

The field of view of the pointings are divided into equal area radial bins and the exposure

profile qji is partioned into each bin for each run. Numbers are not shown in the exposure

profile, but nonzero values are colored red while zero values are colored blue.
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a sum over all observation runs

NON =
∑
i

NON
i

Given the Poisson statistics of the NON
i random results of observations, we denote as λ the

mean value of NON or

λ = 〈NON〉 =
∑
i

〈NON
i 〉

The variance of NON is then given by

〈
(
NON

)2〉 − 〈NON〉2 =
∑
i

[
〈
(
NON
i

)2〉 − 〈NON
i 〉2

]
=
∑
i

〈NON
i 〉 = λ

and it is Poisson distributed

P (NON |λ) = e−λ
λN

ON

NON !
.

In the regime of the large number of counts, NON � 1, to later validate the application

of Wilks’ theorem for the computation of a significance from excess counts, the Poisson

distribution is Gaussian

P (NON |λ)→ G(NON |λ, λ) =
1√
2πλ

e−
(NON−λ)

2

2λ

with the variance λ. The variance of the rate of counts coming from a region of interest is

zero for this distribution in the case of an infinitely long exposure, which is not representative

of the expected non-vanishing variance associated with the varying observing conditions in

different runs. To account for this residual variance, the probability density distribution of

NON is modified to G(NON |λ, λ+ s2λ2) in which s is the nuisance parameter modeling the

strength of cumulative systematic effects causing a finite residual variance of the observed

rates due to varying acceptances. This variance is assumed to be uncorrelated with the

Poisson variance represented by the λ term. In the absence of a genuine γ-ray source in the

region of interest, λ is entirely due to background counts. If a very weak source is presented,

such as potentially in the case of the Coma GCl, the mean value 〈NON〉 = λ + Nγ will be

perturbed by Nγ � λ. With this assumption, a Gaussian function

G(NON |λ+Nγ, λ+ s2λ2)
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with three parameters (Nγ, λ, s
2) is adopted as the probability density function in the pres-

ence of a weak signal in the ON dataset.

The exposure profile qji for NON counts and the probability density distribution function

are necessary ingredients to determine the background counts NOFF from the source-free

runs, from which the excess counts can be computed and a significance based on the excess

counts is evaluated. The source-free runs are used to assemble mock-up observations with

matching exposure profiles to the real NON data. First the selected archival VERITAS runs,

which are used as the source-free runs, are processed to remove regions with bright stars and

potential γ-ray sources. The removal of these regions reduces the default solid angle bin size

from 0.6π deg2 for the affected radial bins j, resulting in the remaining solid angle Ωjl for a

given run l. For each source-free run its exposure profile Qjl is determined by combining its

solid angle coverage Ωjl with its calibrated exposure tl,

Qjl = Ωjltl

For an isotropic background of γ-ray-like cosmic rays, it is then anticipated that the expected

number of the observed counts Njl depends on the exposure profile as,

〈Njl〉 = RjQjl

where Rj is the run-independent mean value of the background rate in the radial bin j. It

is important to note that for evaluation of a small solid angle region, such as a 0.2◦ × 0.2◦

skybin, the default solid angle Ωjl exceeds the size of the sky bin by about a factor of 50,

which allows for significantly more accurate determination of the mean background rates

from samplings of
Njl
Qjl

.

Using the source-free data, Njl and Qjl, the measured background which mocks the actual

observed ON counts can be generated as

NOFF
n =

∑
l,i

Mn
il

∑
j

Njl

Qjl

qji,
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where Mn
il is the mapping flag matrix containing values of 0 or 1 only. Since the number of

source-free runs is larger than the number of ON runs in an exposure profile, multiple sets

of OFF data are often capable of being generated for each ON set. To denote this, the index

n is introduced enumerating different mock-up observing datasets. For each ON run i in an

exposure profile, a single source-free run l is assigned by Mn
il in a given set n, (

∑
lM

n
il = 1).

Each set provides a sampling of the background with an identical radial binned exposure

and expected number of counts as in the ON dataset

〈NOFF
n 〉 =

∑
l,i

Mn
il

∑
j

〈Njl〉
Qjl

qji =
∑
i,j

Rjqji = λ

The Poisson error of each dataset, however, is different and is given by

〈
(
NOFF
n

)2〉 − 〈NOFF
n 〉2 =

∑
i,k,l,j

Mn
ilM

n
kl

qji
Qjl

qjk
Qjl

〈Njl〉 =
∑
i,l,j

RjM
n
il

q2
ji

Qjl

= αnλ

in which a property of mapping matrix

Mn
ilM

n
kl = Mn

klδik

has been used since any given source-free run l is mapped only into a single ON run, i, in

any given set. The parameter

αn =

∑
i,l,j RjM

n
il

q2ji
Qjl∑

i,j Rjqji

describes the reduction of the Poisson variance of the OFF measurement compared to the

ON dataset due to the larger background sampling exposure profile. In general, αn(Rj; j =

1, 6) is a function of unknown background rates; however, it is independent of the overall

normalization factor of the rates. The use of this fact will be made later in the discussion of

the significance computation from the excess counts.

The construction of the mapping matrix is performed in a way that maximizes the num-

ber of OFF sets created given the available source-free runs. The OFF sets are randomly

assembled to match the ON exposure profile from the source-free runs under two restrictions:

data from each radial bin in a source-free run can only be used once, and a source-free run
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Figure 4.12: Top: An exposure profile consisting of 14 runs whose order has been rearranged

in order to overlap their assembly. The used and unused radial bins are colored red and cyan,

respectively. Bottom: An example of the above exposure profile being assembled into four

sets of data (identified by the four shades of blue, where the red bins are unused). The x-axis

corresponds to the source-free run index l, while the y-axis is the radial bin number. Four

off sets with 14 runs each are able to be created from only 36 source-free runs. Source-free

data within a radial bin are not used more than once.
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cannot be used for more than one ON run in a set. These restrictions ensure that the cor-

relations are not introduced or removed in the background sampling. During the generation

of the mapping matrix, source-free runs are assigned to ON runs for an ON exposure profile

while following these restrictions. The ON runs in the exposure profile are rearranged in an

order that enables it to tile with itself while maximizing the number of overlapping ON runs,

which enables a single source-free run to be used in two different sets without reusing data

within a radial bin. The collection of source-free runs are then randomly assigned to over-

lapping ON runs until the maximum number of OFF sets are created. If there are leftover

source-free runs which have not been assigned, then the number of overlapping ON runs is

reduced by one if doing so does not reduce the number of OFF sets created. See Figure 4.12

for an illustration of the mapping procedure.

To evaluate the significance of the excess in the measured NON counts, a likelihood-

ratio test is performed for the two hypotheses as described in Chapter 3.1.4. The likelihood

function for this study is given by

L = G(NON |λ+Nγ, λ+ s2λ2) ·
∏
n

G(NOFF
n |λ, αnλ+ s2λ2)

and in general it depends on 3+5 parameters of which the first three are (Nγ, λ, s
2) and the

remaining five (
Rj
R1
, j = 2, 6) enter through the rate scale independent parameters αn, which

determine the Poisson component of the variance in the OFF set n. To find the likelihood-

ratio for the test, it is necessary to compute the conditional (Nγ = 0) and unconditional

maxima for the likelihood with respect to all seven remaining nuisance parameters. The

relative value of the Poisson variance αnλ compared to the residual variance s2λ2 is of the

order of 10−3 for an ON exposure skybin with solid angle 0.2◦×0.2◦ and of the order of 10−2 for

the larger solid angle regions analyzed which are associated with tested morphologies. Even

with a factor of 10 difference in the ratio of the background rates, Rj/R1, the maximum

effect in optimization of these Rj parameters on the Gaussian variance is at the level of

∼ 1% or less. The difficulty of computations in 8-dimensional parameter space compared to

3-dimensional is not justified since other assumptions which are made, such as NON � 1
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and Nγ � λ, probably contribute deviations with values larger than this. In fact, attempts

to include the (
Rj
R1
, j = 2, 6) parameter space are found to be largely degenerate, making a

numerical maximum likelihood estimate infeasible. For this reasoning when calculating the

Poisson variances in the OFF sets only, the assumption is made that all Rj are equal and

therefore αn is independent of Rj and is given by

αn =

∑
i,l,jM

n
il

q2ji
Qjl∑

i,j qji
.

The likelihood ratio is then computed in the 3-dimensional parameter space of which two

parameters (λ, s2) are nuisance parameters, with one degree of freedom due to the single Nγ

parameter. The Test Statistic is then determined,

TS = −2 ln

(
L0

L

)
,

where L0 is the maximum likelihood value assuming Nγ = 0 and L is the maximum likelihood

value assuming that all three parameters (Nγ, λ, s
2) are varied.

According to Wilks’ Theorem, in the asymptotic limit of the number of samples going

to infinity, this Test Statistic is χ2 distributed with one degree of freedom. For a normal

variable u, since u2 follows a χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom, then the square

root of the Test Statistic is interpreted as an absolute value of detection significance, if the

maximum likelihood estimate of Nγ is an excess (positive). For convenience of plotting, the

results in the S distribution (or the significance distribution) has a sign added to it based

on the sign of Nγ

S = sign(Nγ) ·

√
−2 ln

(
L0

L

)
.

4.1.5 Results

Skymaps are created of the Coma GCl region which encompass the angular extension of the

integrated exposures. The skymap is divided into 0.2◦ × 0.2◦ angular skymap bins, roughly
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equivalent to the size of the VERITAS point spread function (68% containment within ∼ 0.1◦

radius), and a significance is produced for each skymap bin. To ensure that the Gaussian

approximation of the Poisson probability distribution function is valid, the requirement is

made that the reconstructed expected counts must be greater than 10. In order to avoid

inefficient use of source-free runs in the assembly of OFF sets, a radial bin is not included in

the exposure of an ON run unless it contributes enough exposure (> 0.12 s·deg2, equivalent

to 5 minutes over the skymap bin’s solid angle).

As a test of this extended-region analysis method, two datasets of source-free runs are

used as ON data with the expectation of an overall low significance. For each Coma GCl

run in the ON set, a random source-free run is assigned the pointing direction of that run

and also removed from the remaining OFF dataset. The collection of these source-free runs

with artificial pointings constitutes a mimic dataset, containing the same number of runs as

the Coma GCl dataset. Since the available V4 source-free runs are limited, creating a V4

mimic dataset would reduce the OFF exposure by approximately a factor of two, hence no

V4 mimic dataset is created. However the V6 dataset contains roughly six times as many

source-free runs as Coma GCl runs, and therefore two mimic datasets are created while

retaining most of the OFF exposure.

The proposed virial shock evidence in the Coma GCl, which has the morphology pre-

sented in Section 2.1.2, is tested by evaluating the distribution of skymap bins which are

contained inside of the ring in comparison to the distribution of skymap bins over the full

skymap. In addition to examining the proposed virial shock region, a central 1.5◦ radius

circular region (approximately equivalent to the Coma GCl virial radius) is also tested in

the same way. This region approximately corresponds to the extension of the simulated

γ-ray emission, as well as the Fermi-LAT observed weak emission (see Figures 2.9 and 2.10).

The resulting skymaps and distributions of significances are presented for the full energy

range (200 GeV−4.6 TeV) for the four datasets: V4 and V6 Coma GCl, and two V6 mimic

datasets (see Figures 4.13−4.16).
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Figure 4.13: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V4 Coma GCl dataset over the full energy range (220 GeV−4.6 TeV) for three tested

regions. Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those

contained in the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and

third rows, respectively.
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Figure 4.14: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 Coma GCl dataset over the full energy range (220 GeV−4.6 TeV) for three tested

regions. Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those

contained in the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and

third rows, respectively.
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Figure 4.15: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 mimic #1 dataset over the full energy range (220 GeV−4.6 TeV) for three tested

regions. Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those

contained in the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and

third rows, respectively.
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Figure 4.16: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 mimic #2 dataset over the full energy range (220 GeV−4.6 TeV) for three tested

regions. Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those

contained in the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and

third rows, respectively.
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The results of the two mimic datasets provide examples of the expected significance

distributions when a γ-ray source is not present, and therefore offer a scale for which the

distributions can vary. Both mimic datasets are roughly normally distributed with some

minor deviations in the mean and variance (see Figures 4.15,4.16). A slightly negative

mean significance and larger standard deviation is found for the distributions of both mimic

datasets, indicating that the mimic datasets may consist of runs which on average have

a lower γ-ray-like event rate and larger dispersion compared to the remaining OFF runs.

The deviations from normal may also be the result of approximations made which are not

completely accurate (e.g. the Gaussian approximation of the Poisson distribution, Wilks’

theorem). Overall the distributions are approximately normal, and there are no bins which

have an exceptionally unlikely significance. Collections of neighboring bins with high and

low significances can be seen, which are likely explained by a residual elevation dependence of

the event rates which trace the pointing positions. The bins in the ring and circular regions

have distributions which correspond to a subsample of the skymap bins, as expected for a

random sample of bins.

The V4 Coma GCl skymap significances for the full energy range (see Figure 4.13) are

distributed approximately normally for the full skymap, with no exceptionally significant

bins present, and the ring and circular regions have distributions which are consistent with

subsamples of the full skymap. The V6 Coma GCl full skymap (see Figure4.14) also demon-

strates a roughly normal distribution of significance bins; however, the two models are not

consistent with subsamples of the full skymap. The significance bins of the ring region ap-

pear to have a positive skew, while the circular region has a shift of the mean (µ = 0.69σ).

The energy binned results of the skymaps are shown in Figures 4.19−4.29 at the end of the

section, where energy ranges that are not shown were unable to be computed due to the

requirement that the expected number of counts be at least 10. The energy binned results

indicate that the counts in the low energy bin (220 GeV−460 GeV) contribute the most to

the positive skew seen for the ring region and the shift in the mean for the circular region.
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Evaluation of the skymap bins offers a method of evaluating angular extended morpholo-

gies, but is not the most sensitive method for testing particular emission models such as the

ring and circular regions. The amount of exposure which the skymap bins contain widely

varies across the field of view, and hence the significances of the bins are determined with

unequal sensitivities. However, when evaluating the significance distributions, the individual

bins are misleadingly equally weighted.

Since the creation of an exposure profile is applicable to an arbitrary solid angle region,

it is straightforward to produce a singular significance for an integrated region of any shape.

Therefore, instead of evaluating square skymap bins, a single solid angle bin which matches

either the proposed ring or circular morphology is created and evaluated. Because each

Coma GCl observation has some exposure which lies within the ring and circular regions, the

resulting exposure profiles end up consisting of the entirety of the ON data. Since an equal

number of source-free runs are needed to produce an OFF set, only three V6 OFF sets are able

to be created and just one V4 OFF set for the exposure profile of the ring and circle regions.

This reduced sample size means that the maximum likelihood estimation of s2, and therefore

the resulting significance, is expected to be sensitive to the randomized arrangement of the

source-free runs when assembling the OFF sets. Therefore, when evaluating significances

of integrated regions, the OFF sets are randomly assembled 100 times with a significance

calculated for each iteration. A histogram of the significances from these 100 iterations is

then generated, and the median significance is used as the result.

The resulting distributions of integrated-region significances obtained from the 100 iter-

ations are shown in Figure 4.17 for the full energy range (220 GeV−4.6 TeV) and are also

summarized in Table 4.4. For the mimic datasets, a negative median significance is deter-

mined for both ring and circle regions in agreement with the negative shifted mean seen

for the distributions of square skymap bins. The wide range of significances seen confirms

that the order of assembly in generating the small number of OFF sets has a large impact

on the determined significance. The limited number of OFF sets brings into question the
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Table 4.4: Median Integrated-Region Significances

Ring Circle

V4 Coma -0.1σ -0.3σ

V6 Coma 1.9σ 2.7σ

V6 Mimic #1 -1.1σ -1.6σ

V6 Mimic #2 -σ1.8 -0.8σ

interpretation of significance, as the working regime may be far from the asymptotic limit

required to apply Wilks’ theorem.

The V4 Coma GCl distribution of integrated-region significances has a median signifi-

cance near 0σ for both ring and circle region. The V6 Coma GCl distribution, however,

demonstrates a positive median significance of 1.9σ and 2.7σ for the ring and circle regions,

respectively. The positive median significance for the ring region is consistent with the re-

sults for the square skymap bins. While the square bins in the ring region have a mean

significance close to zero (see Figure 4.21 middle row), the bins with negative significance

located at the left and right ends of the ring have much less exposure than the other bins,

and are correspondingly weighted less in determination if a singular significance over the

integrated ring region. Some square bins with positive significance are contained in both

ring and circular regions, which may provide a large contribution to the positive median

significance determined for both regions.

Unfortunately there is no straightforward method of combining the V4 and V6 datasets to

produce an overall significance for the ring and circle regions. The V4 and V6 epochs operated

with different telescope layouts and camera sensitivities (see Section 3.2), and the median

significances were produced for the V4 epoch with considerably fewer source-free runs. Any

attempt to combine the significances produced on the individual epochs would represent

assumptions made in their combination more than a meaningful significance. Combination
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Figure 4.17: Histograms of 100 iterations determining the integrated-region significance of

the ring and circle regions for different datasets over the full energy range (220 GeV−4.6

TeV). First row: V4 Coma GCl data. Second row: V6 Coma GCl data. Third row: V6

mimic dataset one. Fourth row: V6 mimic dataset two.
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will, of course, reduce the 1.9σ and 2.7σ median significances obtained for the V6 dataset,

but the reduction amount will be heavily dependent on the assumptions made in combining

the epochs.

The 1.9σ and 2.7σ median significances for the ring and 1.5◦ radius circular regions,

respectively, were obtained from a single trial. To check that the integrated significance is

not associated with a systematic bias in solid angle, circular regions with radii of 1.0◦ and

2.0◦ were evaluated and demonstrated median significances of 1.8σ and 2.2σ, respectively,

confirming that the dependence on solid angle is not monotonic.

In addition to the distribution of integrated-region significances for the full energy range,

energy binned distributions are also produced for the V6 Coma GCl dataset and are shown

in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Histograms of 100 iterations determining the integrated significance of the ring

and circle regions for the V6 Coma GCl dataset in different energy bins. First row: 220

GeV−460 GeV. Second row: 460 GeV−1 TeV. Third row: 1 TeV−2.2 TeV. Fourth row: 2.2

TeV−4.6 TeV.
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Figure 4.19: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V4 Coma GCl dataset over the energy range 220 GeV−460 GeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.20: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V4 Coma GCl dataset over the energy range 460 GeV−1 TeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.21: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 Coma GCl dataset over the energy range 220 GeV−460 GeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.22: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 Coma GCl dataset over the energy range 460 GeV−1 TeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.23: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 Coma GCl dataset over the energy range 1 TeV−2.2 TeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.24: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 mimic #1 dataset over the energy range 220 GeV−460 GeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.25: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 mimic #1 dataset over the energy range 460 GeV−1 TeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.26: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 mimic #1 dataset over the energy range 1 TeV−2.2 TeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.27: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 mimic #2 dataset over the energy range 220 GeV−460 GeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.28: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 mimic #2 dataset over the energy range 460 GeV−1 TeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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Figure 4.29: The significance skymap (left) and distribution of significance bins (right) for

the V6 mimic #2 dataset over the energy range 1 TeV−2.2 TeV for three tested regions.

Bins contained in the full skymap are shown in the first row, while only those contained in

the tested virial shock ring and central 1.5◦ radius are shown in the second and third rows,

respectively.
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4.2 Dragonfly44

Dragonfly 44 is located nearby the Coma GCl’s center (∼ 1◦ south in declination) and there-

fore some of the Coma GCl exposure overlaps. From 2017-2020, the VERITAS observations

of the Coma GCl region had exposure within ∼ 1◦ of Dragonfly 44 which amounts to 9 and

11.3 hours of quality data (A/B weather, four telescopes) in the V4 and V6 epochs, respec-

tively. These observations are analyzed with the Eventdisplay software using “standard” box

cuts simulated for a point source (∼ 0.1◦ radius) with at least two telescopes required to ob-

serve an event. Since some of the available observations have a pointing direction ∼ 1◦ away

from Dragonfly 44, and the radial acceptance is expected to be significantly affected beyond

this distance, the use of the ring-background method for this data is sensitive to inaccuracies

in the radial acceptance function used and therefore the reflected region background method

is used with six regions selected in each observation from which to sample the background.

The 99% confidence level upper limit (assuming a Gaussian distribution) on excess γ-

ray-like counts in a defined energy range is determined and translated into a flux upper limit

from the formula

Nγ(Emax ≥ E ≥ Emin) = Tobs ×
∫ Emax
Emin

Aeff (E)dNγ
dE
dE∫ Emax

Emin

dNγ
dE
dE

× Φγ(Emax ≥ E ≥ Emin)

where Tobs is the total observing time, dNγ
dE

is the differential energy spectrum, and Aeff is the

simulated effective area of the telescope array which is dependent on zenith angle, pointing

offset, and cut selections. The differential energy spectrum is assumed to obey a power-law

spectrum with spectral index Γ = 2.4,

dNγ

dE
∝ E−Γ

The resulting energy binned differential flux upper limits are shown in table 4.5. An analysis

of the V6 data expectedly provides stronger upper limits than for the V4 data.

Constraints on the WIMP from indirect detection are derived from the differential flux

observed, and the J-factor of the observation (see Section 2.2.3). The J-factor for Dragon-
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Figure 4.30: V6 upper limits on the differential flux are shown for an 0.1◦ integration radius

around Dragonfly 44.

fly 44 is not known, and estimations would be subject to very large uncertainties. Therefore,

a direct upper limit constraining the WIMP is not performed, and instead the differential

flux upper limits are determined which are presented in Table 4.5 and shown in Figure 4.30.

To compare the competitiveness of the observed γ-ray flux with other VERITAS observations

of dark matter indirect detection targets, the 95% confidence level flux integral upper limits

(above 300 GeV) are produced resulting in the values of 1.3×10−12 and 8.5×10−13 cm−2 s−1

for the V4 and V6 datasets, respectively. These upper limits are roughly ∼ 2−8 times larger

than those derived from local dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs), and therefore in order to be

competitive, the required J-factor must be larger than those of the dSphs by an equivalent

factor [AAB17]. This means that an improved cross sectional upper limit requires Dragon-

fly 44 to have a J-factor approximately ∼ 2− 8 times larger than ∼ 1019 GeV2 cm−5. Since

the dSph upper limits on the annihilation cross section are about two orders of magnitude

away from the thermal relic abundance value (〈σv〉 ≈ 10−26 cm3 s−1), then the DF44 J-factor

would have to be approximately ∼ (2−8)×1021 GeV2 cm−5 to reach the thermal relic value.
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Table 4.5: Dragonfly 44 Results

Epoch

V4 V6

Total Exposure 9 hr 11.3 hr

Weather Grade A/B A/B

Number of Telescopes 4 4

Differential Flux Upper Limits (99% CL) (cm2·s·TeV)−1

0.2− 0.32 TeV 9.6 ×10−11 1.9 ×10−11

0.32− 0.5 TeV 8.0 ×10−12 3.8 ×10−12

0.5− 0.79 TeV 1.1 ×10−12 1.0 ×10−12

0.79− 1.26 TeV 9.1 ×10−13 3.6 ×10−13

1.26− 2.0 TeV 3.1 ×10−13 1.3 ×10−13
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CHAPTER 5

The Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope Optical

Alignment System

5.1 The Cherenkov Telescope Array

The next generation IACT γ-ray observatory, the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), is

currently in development (see Figure 5.1). The CTA project is a multinational collaborative

project designed to achieve an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity for the current

core energy range of 100 GeV-10 TeV compared to current IACT arrays such as VERITAS,

as well as expand the energy range below 20 GeV and to more than 300 TeV [AAA13a].

CTA will make use of three sizes of Cherenkov telescopes: large size telescopes (LSTs) with

a reflector diameter of ∼ 23m, medium size telescopes (MSTs) with a reflector diameter

of ∼ 9 − 12m, and small size telescopes (SSTs) with a reflector diameter of ∼ 4m. The

LSTs provide sensitivity at the lowest energies by capturing enough of the dim Cherenkov

light to reach a level above the trigger threshold, while the SSTs provide sensitivity at the

highest energies by covering a large footprint (∼ 10 km2) to observe more of the low flux

γ-rays which have Cherenkov showers that are bright enough to be observed with smaller

dish diameters. The MSTs are responsible for the core energy range (∼ 100 GeV−10 TeV)

and are therefore the project’s telescope class with an arguably guaranteed scientific return.

The CTA Observatory will operate as an open, proposal-driven observatory consisting

of an array in each of the northern and southern hemispheres in order to provide full sky

coverage. The northern hemisphere array is located at the Observatorio del Roque de los
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Figure 5.1: An artist’s rendition of the CTA southern (top) and northern (bottom) sites

which includes the various telescope candidates shown in the south, including the pSCT.

Image taken from the CTA webpage (https://www.cta-observatory.org/).
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Figure 5.2: The proposed layouts of the southern and northern hemisphere CTA sites. The

red circles are LSTs, the black square are MSTs, and the blue dots are SSTs. Both sites

are designed to host MSTs, the workhorse telescope of the CTA observatory. The LSTs and

MSTs are spaced apart approximately the radius of the Cherenkov light pool in order to

ensure that contained events are sensitively observed by multiple telescopes. Image taken

from [Ong18]

Muchachos on the island of La Palma, Spain (see Figure 5.1 bottom) and has already began

construction efforts. The northern array is designed to be comprised of 4 LSTs and 15 MSTs

and will focus on extragalactic science in the energy range of 20 GeV−20 TeV. The opacity of

the Universe for γ-rays with energies larger than 20 TeV which travel cosmological distances

(z> 1) is much larger than 1 and, hence, the northern CTA site is not planned to host any

SSTs (see Figure 5.2 right). The southern hemisphere array, which will have a view of the

Galactic Center and concentrate on both, Galactic and extragalactic science, is set to be

constructed near the Paranal Observatory in Chile (see Figure 5.1 top). The southern array

site is planned to contain 4 LSTs, 25 MSTs, and 70 SSTs which will enable the array to span

the full energy range of CTA. The layout of telescopes in the southern CTA observatory

(CTAO) is shown in Figure 5.2 (left).
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Figure 5.3: The simulated differential flux sensitivity of the CTA northern and southern

arrays compared to other instruments. MAGIC and H.E.S.S. are IACT arrays like VERITAS,

and HAWC is an array of water Cherenkov detectors. Only a rough comparison between

IACTs & LAT and HAWC instruments is possible since the method of calculation and the

criteria applied are not identical between different γ-ray detection technologies. For CTA, the

differential sensitivity is defined as the minimum flux needed to obtain a 5-standard-deviation

detection of a point-like source, calculated in five logarithmic energy bins per decade. At least

ten detected γ-rays per energy bin are also required. Image taken from the CTA webpage

(https://www.cta-observatory.org/).
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In addition to increasing sensitivity and widening the observable energy range, key goals

of the CTA project are to improve the angular resolution and field of view (FoV) in com-

parison to current IACT arrays, and to enhance sky survey and monitoring capabilities (see

Figures 5.3 and 5.4). To help achieve these goals, the LSTs, MSTs, and SSTs cameras are

designed to have FoVs greater than 4.5◦, 7◦ and 8◦, respectively. A wide camera FoV with

high resolution imaging unaffected by aberrations has many benefits, the most obvious of

which is an increased observing FoV. The angular acceptance also improves with a wider

camera FoV, becoming more uniform over larger regions and reducing systematic errors. The

observation of on-axis events at large impact parameters also becomes more likely, increasing

the overall collecting area as well as improving the stereoscopic reconstruction process by

including more telescopes. With the increased number of telescopes in CTA compared to

current generation IACT arrays, the fraction of observed events with the EAS core position

contained inside of the array footprint is dramatically increased. Since the photon density of

γ-ray Cherenkov showers is nearly flat up to a radius of ∼ 130 m before falling off as roughly

1/r2, IACTs are spaced approximately this distance in order to simultaneously observe an

event from different viewing angles and exploit stereoscopic observations to achieve high

angular resolution and sensitivity. Containing an event allows for precise event triangulation

and reconstruction of the arrival direction of the primary γ-ray photon compared to events

which land outside of the array, assuming that the camera imaging resolution is high enough

to take advantage of the stereoscopic reconstruction.

It is for these reasons that the innovative 9.7m Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope (SCT)

is an especially suitable medium-sized telescope for CTA (see Figure 5.5). The SCT has

a two-mirror, aplanatic optical system (OS) which corrects spherical and comatic aberra-

tions, obtaining a nearly constant point spread function (PSF) over its 8◦ FoV. The SCT’s

demagnifying secondary mirror also significantly reduces the plate scale compared to the

conventional Davies-Cotton Telescope (DCT), enabling the use of a smaller camera (0.8m vs

2.5m) which is compatible with the less expensive silicon photo-multipliers (SiPM) compared
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Figure 5.4: The simulated angular resolution of the CTA southern array vs. the re-

constructed energy, where angular resolution here is defined to be the angle within

which 68% of γ-ray events are reconstructed. Image taken from the CTA webpage

(https://www.cta-observatory.org/).
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to the PMTs used in the DCT. The SCT camera is composed of 11, 328 pixels of angular

size 0.067◦ for a competitive, slightly higher price than the DCT camera which has ∼1,800

pixels of angular size 0.17◦. The superior imaging resolution of the SCT camera in CTA

results in an improved angular resolution of γ-ray events, especially for the large fraction of

events in CTA which are contained, as well as a reduced amount of night-sky background

noise per pixel. In addition, the SCT optical design also has a greatly improved off-axis

PSF compared to the DCT, which suffers from severe comatic aberrations leading to the

degradation of imaging at large field angles (see Figure 5.5). These unique characteristics,

in combination with a smaller pixel size, makes an array of SCTs exceptionally suitable to

achieve the CTA goals of analyzing objects with large angular extensions, performing sky

surveys, and observing poorly localized VHE transients. The SCT design, which has never

been implemented for an IACT, is being investigated to determine the performance benefits

of such an instrument in the CTA installation. To do this, a prototype SCT (pSCT) has been

constructed at the site of VERITAS observatory and is currently undergoing commissioning

and performance validation and verification (see Figure 5.6).

5.2 pSCT Introduction

IACTs are relatively inexpensive astronomical instruments, however a consideration of cost-

to-performance trade-offs is critically important for the construction of large arrays such

as CTA. The following examines the cost-relevant features of the CTA MSTs, the 10 m

aperature class instruments. The MSTs collect photons with wavelengths in the range 290−

700 nm; however, they do not operate in the diffraction limit, they do not integrate light over

long exposures into individual camera pixels, and they do not have protection domes. MSTs

collect incoherent Cherenkov light from atmospheric cascades at distances of 5−20 km, with

the goal to collect as much light as possible into a single pixel of the γ-ray camera during

an EAS event. Despite being instruments operating with ∼ 400 nm photons, the optical
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Figure 5.5: Left: The ratio of differential point source sensitivities simulated for the CTA

southern array layout with the 25 MSTs as either DCTs or SCTs. The SCT configuration

demonstrates significantly improved off-axis point source sensitivity at low energies. Right:

The ratio of angular resolutions of different instruments compared to the CTA southern

array layout with DCTs. The use of SCTs instead of DCTs offers an improvement in angular

resolution similar to the CTA improvement over current generation IACT arrays.
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tolerances of conventional MSTs are in the range of several mm, somewhat comparable to

those of radio telescopes with several millimeters wavelength. The SCT in particular has

the more demanding alignment requirement for some of its degrees of freedom in the sub-

mm level, around 0.1 mm. Unlike radio telescopes, however, MSTs do not require precise

pointing over a long exposure integration window. The Cherenkov light flash lasts only

several nanoseconds, and therefore accurate pointing information of the telescope only needs

to be known at the time of the event. The design goal of the MST optical support structure

(OSS) is to maintain a stable optical PSF during 20-minute observation runs at a reduced

cost, but not necessarily have high precision pointing over long exposures. This requirement

can be achieved inexpensively with the use of sky cameras and an application of offline

pointing corrections, meaning the constraints on the MST’s OSS and telescope positioning

system are significantly relaxed. The SCT’s OSS is designed to maintain an acceptable PSF

under various loads (gravity, wind, etc.) and allow for re-alignment of mirrors between runs

as needed. For cost considerations the pSCT’s currently implemented alignment system is

not a true closed-loop alignment system since it utilizes lookup tables to correct for telescope

deformations and maintain the PSF. A goal of the current commissioning of the pSCT is to

determine the refresh rate requirement for corrective re-alignment of the SCT optical system

and determine the balance between OSS rigidity and optical system re-alignment needs.

IACTs also save on costs by not using a protective telescope dome, placing more importance

on the longevity and maintenance costs of the mirrors and their coating and over-coating

technologies. The mirror fabrication technologies suitable for the SCT implementation have

only recently reached the necessary level of sophistication and relatively low cost. The

pSCT will be used to evaluate the longevity of the hybrid mirror segments, as well as the

two over-coating technologies.

The development of the SCT is naturally motivated by the pursuit to improve future

generation IACT arrays such as CTA. Designed to achieve a performance near the theoretical

limit of the IACT stereoscopic technique, the SCT’s optical system has significantly improved
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imaging in the wide 8◦ FoV by correcting comatic aberrations and minimizing astigmatism

(see Figure 5.7). The SCT has a very fast optical system with the ratio of focal length to

the primary mirror diameter equal to 0.58. The plate scale of the SCT is reduced by a factor

of 2.86 in comparison to the DCT, making it possible to construct the telescope camera

using semiconductor photo-sensors integrated with the electronics within a small camera

placed between the primary and secondary mirrors (see Figure 5.6). In addition, the SCT’s

optical system is isochronous, which not only meets the timing requirement for the IACT

technique, but may improve Cherenkov shower reconstruction capabilities compared to the

asynchronous conventional DC telescopes. However these improvements come at a cost: the

mirrors are highly curved and aspherical which presents a fabrication challenge, and the

alignment tolerances of the optical system are stricter than in the DC design by more than

a factor of ten.

This chapter of the thesis briefly describes the technical implementation of the SCT,

particularly focusing on the optical system elements of both hardware and software which I

provided significant contribution to while working on the project. The goal of this detailed

description is to document the design choices, details of implementation, and the calibration

procedures adapted for actuator modules, Stewart platforms of mirror panels, and several

elements of the global alignment system.

5.3 pSCT Optical System Hardware

A full scale prototype SCT (pSCT) has been constructed at FLWO, adjacent to the VERI-

TAS telescopes, where it is currently undergoing commissioning and evaluation. The pSCT

is composed of a 9.7 m aperature primary mirror with a 4.4 m central hole, a 5.4 m demag-

nifying secondary mirror, and a 0.8m diameter focal plane at the effective focal length of 5.6

m. The optical system has a curved, convex focal plane in order to minimize astigmatism

at the edge of the FoV [VFB07]. The mirrors, camera, and auxiliary systems are supported
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Figure 5.6: The constructed prototype Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope at the Fred Lawrence

Whipple Observatory near Tucson, Arizona. Image provided by photographer Deivid

Ribeiro.
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by a steel optical support structure, which is mounted onto the telescope positioner. The

pSCT’s positioner, which provides elevation and azimuth motion, is nearly identical to the

positioner used in the CTA medium sized DC telescope design with the difference being a

slightly shorter tower height to accommodate the already existing FLWO foundation toler-

ances. Baffles are mounted around both primary and secondary mirrors in order to reduce

NSB contamination during observations and to protect the telescope from sunlight and safely

park the pSCT during the daytime without the need for a dome. The pSCT camera is rigidly

mounted to the camera frame of the OSS located between the primary and secondary mir-

rors. The SCT camera has a modular design with 177 slots inside its 0.8 m diameter, with

each slot capable of fitting a camera module containing an 8 × 8 grid of SiPM pixels with

pixel size 6.5× 6.5 mm2, corresponding to a pixel angular size of 0.067◦ × 0.067◦. A proto-

type camera has been installed in the central 5×5 set of modules, corresponding to a square

FoV with side length 2.68◦, which has met the challenging requirements of delivering a high

channel density with low power consumption. A camera upgrade project is now underway

which will upgrade the prototype camera to the full 177 module, 11, 328 pixel camera with

an 8◦ FoV [Meu19].

5.3.1 Mirror Panel Alignment Hardware

Producing the pSCT’s primary (M1) or secondary (M2) mirrors in a monolithic fashion

would be prohibitively expensive, and therefore they are segmented. The 9.7 m primary

mirror is divided into 48 mirror panels positioned along two concentric rings, an inner ring

(P1) consisting of 16 panels and an outer ring (P2) consisting of 32 panels. Similarly, the

5.4 m secondary mirror is made up of 24 mirror panels with the inner ring (S1) containing 8

panels and the outer ring (S2) containing 16 panels. A separation between mirror panels of

14 mm is introduced for ease of installation and mirror alignment. The alignment tolerance

of the pSCT mirror panels, determined by extensive ray tracing simulations, requires a tip-

tilt precision of ∼ 100µrad in order for the PSF to be compatible with the pixel size of the
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between the simulated focal plane images of the Davies-Cotton

(left) and Schwarzschild-Couder (right) telescopes for 1 TeV γ-ray (top) and 3 TeV proton

(bottom) primary particles. Images based on simulations performed in [WJD16].
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camera [OBD15]. To achieve this, each mirror panel is mounted onto a hexapod Stewart

platform (SP) which itself is mounted onto an aluminum triangular base that interfaces to

the telescope OSS. The SP enables the mirror panel to be positioned freely throughout the

space of its three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom (DoF), limited only

by the 3 µm motion increment and 63 mm range of the six actuators which comprise it,

corresponding to a tip-tilt angular resolution of ∼ 1 arcsec. A magnetic encoder attached to

the actuator motor is capable of detecting relative motion of the motor, but has a degenerate

voltage reading every two hundred steps (one revolution or ∼ 0.6 mm motor shaft motion)

and, therefore, software tracking is required to maintain the absolute actuator state. Both

the actuator stepping motor and the encoder are housed in a waterproof aluminum cylinder.

The six SP actuators interface with the backside of the mirror panel and the triangle base

through six Cardan joints, precisely machined from aluminum to minimize hysteresis effects.

A table with details of the SP hardware is shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Stewart Platform Hardware Elements

Device Description

Actuator Manufacturer: Haydon Kerk

Hybrid Stepper Captive Linear Actuator

3 µm step size, 50 mm travel range

Encoder and Cabling Manufacturer: Binder USA

1.8◦ angular resolution (200 steps per revolution)

Controller Board Manufacturer: UCLA custom design

Includes Gumstix Overo microcomputer

Machined Parts Manufacturer: Share Machine

Actuator and MPCB housing, Cardan joints, triangle base

To guide the panel-to-panel alignment system (P2PAS) in assembling the primary and

secondary mirror surfaces, each panel is equipped with mirror panel edge sensors (MPES),
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Table 5.2: A list of the isolated transformations of pSCT optical system elements correspond-

ing to an increase in the PSF to 1 arcmin on-axis. The most sensitive degrees of freedom

are the tip and tilt of the individual panels in both M1 & M2, and also the tip and tilt of

M2 as a whole.
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which consist of a laser-camera pair of units mounted across neighboring panel edges. The

laser unit contains a laser diode directed through a 300 µm diameter pinhole towards the

camera unit, which contains a 12 mm opal diffuser screen and a 0.3 Megapixel web camera.

The MPES provides a measurement of the position of the laser light centroid with < 10µm

resolution over an imaging screen area of ∼ 1 cm2. Both units have a weatherproof enclosure

and are powered by the same USB connection used to communicate with the camera. The

MPES coordinate measurements provide a two dimensional projection of the relative posi-

tions between panels. Three MPES are mounted in mutually orthogonal orientations along

each long edge, such that all six degrees of freedom are measured with ∼ 10 µm resolution,

sufficient to measure the relative alignment between neighboring panels. Additional MPES

are placed along short edges interconnecting the two rings of different panel types in both

M1 & M2 to further constrain alignment (see Figure 5.8). The total number of MPES per

mirror (208 for the M1, 104 for the M2) overconstrains the P2PAS system by roughly 40%,

providing flexibility and redundancy in achieving alignment in the event of malfunctioning

MPES hardware. The MPES measurements are used to guide the initial alignment of the

mirror surfaces once the mirrors are attached to the OSS and are also available to moni-

tor and correct for misalignments which may originate from a variety of causes, including

OSS deformations from thermal expansion, varying gravitational loads for different pointing

directions, hysteresis of SP actuators, and possibly other sources. The pSCT project will

investigate these sources of misalignment and determine the cases which require realignment

of the panels as well as the necessary realignment frequency.

Communication with a panel’s actuators and MPES is performed through a mirror panel

controller board (MPCB) which is locally attached to the triangular base of each panel.

The MPCB contains a Gumstix Overo microcomputer with Ethernet connectivity, six USB

input connections for communication with and powering of the MPES, an additional USB

connection with a USB-to-Ethernet adapter, six actuator interfacing ports through which

actuator motion output signals are sent and encoder voltage measurements are performed,
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Figure 5.8: Left: Schematic showing the orientation and numbering of MPES mounted on

the backside of the primary mirror panels. Blue circles correspond to the camera side of the

MPES, while red circles correspond to the laser side. Right: Image of a long edge between

two mirror panels. The MPES are oriented in mutually orthogonal directions, such that all

six degrees of freedom between the panel positions are sensitively measured.
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and a port to measure the voltage of a connected external temperature sensor. The collection

of a mirror panel with its accompanied SP, MPES, MPCB, and triangle base is defined as

a mirror panel module (MPM). The MPMs are modular in design, such that each panel’s

MPCB is responsible for the signal processing and software control of its local actuators,

MPES, and temperature, and each MPM is capable of operating independently from other

MPMs. MPM components which have a hardware failure can simply be individually replaced

in order to resume a healthy state of the MPM. Alignment of the overall primary and

secondary mirror surfaces is performed by a central computer which communicates directions

to the individual MPCB microcomputers which control their respective MPMs.

5.3.2 Global Alignment Hardware

While the P2PAS is responsible for achieving continuous primary and secondary mirror

figures from the individual mirror panels, the global alignment system (GAS) is designed to

mutually align M1, M2 and the focal plane of the γ-ray camera and continuously monitor

their relative positioning with respect to the sky for offline pointing corrections. To achieve

the designed optical PSF, the alignment tolerances on these global elements are modest (in

the several mm range, see Table 5.2). The only relatively demanding requirements are on

the M2 tip and tilt, and the relative positioning of the M2 and the camera focal plane along

the optical axis. These stricter requirements are necessary to point the telescope with an

accuracy of 10 arcsec averaged over a period of a few seconds in order to accumulate an

image of the sky for offline astrometry.

The GAS schematic is shown in Figure 5.9 (left). It consists of two optical tables (OTs)

with optical equipment (see Figure 5.10) mounted on the OSS at the centers of the M1

(OT1) and M2 (OT2) mirrors, the γ-ray camera optical module (COM), and a system of

LEDs placed on three special panels for each M1 and M2. Each OT is equipped with a

SP and MPCB, identical to those used for MPMs, but with an interfacing aluminum plate

mounted on the SP instead of a mirror panel to allow for OT positioning in the telescope
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OS. Both plates are machined to mount three CCD cameras and an autocollimator (AC)

used to measure the tip and tilt alignment of the opposing mirror surface to the OT plane.

In addition, OT1 is equipped with a laser and OT2 contains a laser rangefinder, a rear facing

CCD sky camera, and two transparent targets each with a position sensitive device (PSD)

to measure the OT1 laser beam position’s x and y coordinates.

The GAS system is used to achieve an initial global alignment and the designed optical

PSF. In particular the rangefinder, installed on the OT2 with a resolution of 0.3mm, is

used to align the γ-ray camera focal plane and M2. The CCD camera installed on OT2

which views the focal plane of the γ-ray camera is the main instrument to conduct optical

alignment of individual M1 and M2 panels by utilizing defocused images of bright stars (see

Figure 5.16). This CCD camera is also used to track bright stars and determine the relative

motion of their images with respect to the γ-ray camera. The changing gravitational load on

the SCT’s global optical elements during observations induces small motions between them

which does not notably degrade the optical PSF, but which does significantly affect the

telescope pointing. The CCD camera images of bright stars is used to create the telescope

bending model, which “corrects” the telescope pointing in the tracking system so that the

displacement of the stellar images on the focal plane caused by repeatable telescope OSS

deformations are removed to the first order. The GAS system is also designed to provide a

data stream with information on the relative positioning of the global elements of the optical

system with respect to the sky, used for higher order offline pointing corrections.

The SCT γ-ray camera does not have all active degrees of freedom and cannot be re-

positioned during the observations; it moves together with the telescope structure subject to

a relative displacement measured to be at the level of several millimeters. The COM, which

has two transparent targets with PSDs, measures four degrees of freedom of the OT1 laser

beam (tip, tilt, x and y) and provides data to continuously maintain the same position of the

laser beam with respect to the γ-ray camera by adjusting the OT1. The OT2 concurrently

measures the position of the OT1 laser beam to maintain its own alignment with OT1 with
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Figure 5.9: Left: A schematic of the pSCT Global Alignment System with all relevant devices

as described in the text. Right: The performance of the autocollimator’s ability to determine

the tilt using a 5 cm circular mirror located 8 m away. The accuracy has a residual of . 50

µm, below the tolerance requirement of 150 µm .

four degrees of freedom. Hence, by moving only the two OTs during observations, the relative

alignment of OT1, OT2, and the γ-ray camera is maintained during observations. The CCD

cameras installed on OT1 and OT2 continuously measures the position of three specific GAS

panels equipped with LEDs on each M1 and M2 as well as determines the global tip and

tilt of M1 and M2 with respect to OT2 and OT1 using two ACs. The CCD sky camera,

mounted on the backside of the OT2, images a 4.4◦× 3.3◦ FoV image of stars through which

the center of the FoV can be calculated through astrometry. Since the sky camera is aligned

with the laser beam and, therefore, with the γ-ray camera the data on the positioning of M1

and M2 with respect to the laser beam can be used to construct a model for offline pointing

corrections which can be verified by the tracking of the stars. These activities are part of

the planned telescope commissioning scheduled to take place during the upcoming observing

season.

Power and Ethernet connectivity to all MPMs, OTs, COM, and LEDs are wired directly
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Figure 5.10: Optical Tables being calibrated in the UCLA laboratory. Each table contains

a SP which enables motion for alignment. Three CCD cameras and one AC are located on

each table (located in the white enclosures). The primary OT laser can be seen at the center

of the far table. Not shown is the secondary OT rangefinder, PSD enclosure, and the sky

camera.
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on the OSS and delivered from two power and Ethernet distribution boxes (PEDBs), one

responsible for the 48 primary MPMs and another for the 24 secondary MPMs. The PEDBs

provide 24 VDC power to the MPCBs as well as 24 VDC and 12 VDC power to auxiliary

global alignment and COD hardware. The PEDB housing consists of outdoor rated enclo-

sures with temperature control and air cooling capabilities. Ethernet is directed through

the PEDBs by way of commercial grade network switches. Monitoring of the voltage and

currents, as well as powering of the PEDB power supplies is performed through Arduino

microcomputers housed inside the PEDBs. All of the pSCT hardware elements are designed

and tested to be weatherproof and withstand the environment conditions at FLWO.

5.4 pSCT Optical System Software and Calibrations

Being the first-of-its-kind medium sized telescope employing the SC optical system, the pSCT

is equipped with a multitude of hardware elements providing resilience from unforeseen ob-

stacles in order to achieve the strict alignment requirements. The sophisticated alignment

system, while providing an enormous amount of flexibility, requires just as much control

and therefore presents a significant software challenge. Matching the modular hardware

framework, an object-oriented programming design is adopted. Classes of objects are devel-

oped from the lowest level hardware elements (Controller Board Computer, Actuator, MPES

classes) up to the highest level (Telescope class), with the lower level objects being created

as children of the parent objects. This hierarchical software structure, with classes of objects

developed to mirror the hardware elements (see Figure 5.11), facilitates software develop-

ment by enabling parallel, localized code progression of the classes. In addition, any updates

or alterations made to the pSCT hardware for implementation in CTA do not require a com-

plete overhaul of the software, but simply an adjustment to that hardware element’s class.

Network communication between objects is performed through OPC Unified Architecture

(OPC-UA), a standard communication protocol adopted by CTA. The software development
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of the pSCT is designed with integration with CTA in mind, such that minimal alterations

of the software structure are required to satisfy CTA software requirements.

5.4.1 Mirror Panel Controller Board Software

At the lowest level of the alignment branch of software is the mirror panel controller board

computer (CBC) class, which is responsible for all MPCB hardware functions including:

powering on and off the six actuator ports and the six MPES USB ports, measuring the

encoder voltage of the six actuator ports, measuring both temperature sensors, sending

stepping pulse signals to the actuator ports, and additional auxiliary functions not listed.

The MPCB contains a multi channel ADC with an independent channel for each of the six

MPCB actuator ports, as well as two additional channels for the internal and external tem-

perature sensors measuring the temperatures of the MPCB and MPM triangle, respectively.

The shaping of the input voltage by the voltage conditioning circuit before it reaches the

ADC causes slight changes in the six individual actuator ports of the MPCB which require

calibration. These voltage deviations are not significant enough to prevent alignment by the

SPs, as they result in a maximum discrepancy of an actuator’s length of ∼ 30 µm. Nev-

ertheless, the voltages are better represented after a linear correction is performed on the

measured values. The observed voltage is modeled to be a linearly dependent function of

both the true voltage and the temperature of the circuit board, as measured by the internal

temperature sensor:

Vobs = V0 + (1 + α)Vtrue + (T − T0)(β + γVtrue)

Solving for Vtrue,

Vtrue =
Vobs − V0 − β(T − T0)

1 + α + γ(T − T0)

The four correction parameters (V0,α,β,γ) are determined during a calibration process

after assembly of the MPCBs. Six reference voltages spanning the full voltage range of the

encoder are read through the actuator ports and observed at three MPCB temperatures
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Figure 5.11: The alignment branch of the pSCT software structure. The Central Alignment

computer aggregates the platform and GAS alignment status, processes this information and

determines how the individual platforms should move to achieve alignment. The platform

objects, corresponding to each SP in the optical system, consist of one Controller Board

Computer (CBC) object, six actuator objects, and four to five MPES objects depending on

the location of the platform. The actuator and MPES objects communicate with the local

CBC object in order to read and move the actuators via the actuator ports, as well as read

the MPES position via the USB ports.
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(roughly 0◦ C, 20◦ C, and 40◦ C), totaling 18 measurements which are included in a χ2

minimization to determine the four correction parameters. Each MPCB has four correction

parameters for each of its six actuator ports stored in the pSCT SQL database to be loaded

by the CBC class during initialization of the alignment software, such that the voltage

measurements are automatically adjusted during operation.

5.4.2 Actuator Software and Calibration

Also existing at the base of the alignment branch is the actuator class, which is responsible for

precisely moving an actuator, determining the length of an actuator, and detecting improper

behavior of an actuator (e.g. improper stepping, stuck). The actuator is comprised of a

magnetic rotor with 200 steps per revolution mounted on an internal nut which rotates

around a threaded drive screw attached to a spline. The thread spacing of the drive screw is

roughly 0.6 mm, corresponding to a linear step size for the actuator of ∼ 3 µm. A magnetic

encoder is attached to the rotating internal nut, producing a voltage which changes linearly

with the rotation of the rotor and enabling the linear distance traveled by the actuator to be

determined by tracking the encoder voltage. Since the encoder voltage produces a degenerate

reading every full rotation, determining the exact position of an actuator requires tracking

of the number of rotations performed. Careful tracking of the actuator revolution count is

one of the key functions performed by the actuator software, which enables the complete

determination of the length of the actuators and consequently the exact positions of the

mirror panels mounted on the SPs. In order to achieve this, a calibration procedure is

implemented which determines the hardware limits of an actuator module, sets the software

limits, and measures an actuator’s voltage profile.

The actuator hardware limits are found by repeatably stepping the motor a small number

of steps and measuring the change in the encoder voltage. When the motor reaches the end

of its range of motion, the change in encoder voltage will reveal that the motor moved fewer

steps than the amount ordered, possibly moving in the opposite direction from a recoil of the
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spring in the motor observed at the hardware limits. Careful consideration of the stepping

increment when probing the hardware limits is required: too small of a stepping increment

can produce a change in the encoder voltage that appears like the limit is reached when

it is not, while too large of a stepping increment lowers the accuracy in determining the

position of the hardware limit. In addition, stepping with too large of an increment into

the hardware limit may cause the motor to get stuck at the limit, requiring considerable

manual force to repair. In consideration of balancing these effects, the increment size of

15 steps is selected in the current iteration of the software and is shown to repeatably find

the hardware limits with θ < 30◦ accuracy. During assembly of the actuators, the extension

hardware limit is probed and the encoder’s voltage is read by the MPCB. If the measurement

is near the voltage discontinuity of the encoder (the conservative definition of “near” adopted

during assembly is ∆θ < 90◦), the encoder is unfixed and reattached in an altered position

until the criterion is satisfied. This procedure ensures that an actuator’s extension hardware

limit will be repeatedly probed to exist on the same encoder revolution, since the magnitude

of the uncertainty is well below the distance to the discontinuity. An actuator’s “Home”

position can then be uniquely defined with respect to this repeatable reference point: from

the extension hardware limit the actuator is retracted until the encoder voltage jumps the

discontinuity, and then it is retracted two more complete revolutions (see Figure 5.12).

The “software range” of an actuator, which is the allowed range of motion during op-

eration, is set to 100 revolutions (20000 steps ≈ 61 mm), while the mechanical “hardware

range” of the actuator is roughly 105 revolutions, hence the additional two revolutions added

in the definition. The shaft length of an actuator in the Home position is measured during

calibration with ∼ 10 µm accuracy. The length of any position can be found by determining

the number of steps away from the Home position, since the actuator moves a constant length

per step. After finding the Home position during calibration, the positions of the extension

and retraction hardware limits are then probed and found in reference to the Home position.

The actuator is made with an approximately uniform step size of 3.048µm corresponding
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Figure 5.12: Schematic demonstrating how an actuator’s Home position is defined. An

actuator is extended until the hardware limit is reached (green line). At this mechanical

position, the encoder is fixed at a rotation angle such that the corresponding voltage of the

extension limit position is roughly in the central half of the range of voltages (∼ 1.2−2.4 V).

The actuator is then retracted until it observes three discontinuity jumps of the encoder, at

which point it is in the Home position. Further retraction increments the angular position

until another discontinuity is reached, and then the angular position is reset to zero and the

revolution position is incremented by one.
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to a rotation of the rotor of 1.8◦. Deviations from equal spacing are observed at the 0.1◦

level, which accumulated over many steps can be of the same order as the step amount.

Representing the captive position of the motor assembly, these deviations are consistent

across revolutions and therefore a motor profile of an actuator can be found by measuring

the encoder voltages of all 200 angular positions. Comparison of an actuator’s encoder

voltage reading with the set of 200 voltages allows a more accurate determination of the

angle which the motor exhibits. The profile is measured during calibration, once the Home

position is found and the shaft length is measured (see Figure 5.13), by stepping an actuator

over many revolutions, with the encoder voltage measured and recorded at each position.

The encoder voltages for each of the 200 angular position are averaged over the revolutions

and the standard deviations are computed and required to be adequately small (< 3 mV).

Instances where the standard deviation is too large most commonly occur if the actuator

missed a step during calibration, or if the encoder voltage discontinuity is aligned with one of

the 200 angular positions, such that small fluctuations cause both sides of the discontinuity

to be measured for a single angular position. Once reliably determined, the set of 200 voltage

measurements defining the motor profile, along with the positions of the hardware limits and

the shaft length of the Home position, are saved into the pSCT SQL database where they

can be loaded during software construction of an actuator object.

To save on costs for the implementation of the pSCT, the actuator module’s design has

an encoder measurement of only the current angle of the rotor, which produces a degenerate

hardware reading for more than 100 possible revolutions. It is important to maintain the

complete position of the actuator through software implementation in order to know its shaft

length, as each revolution corresponds to a displacement of 610µm. The strict alignment

tolerances of the optical system require precise adjustment of the SPs, which use the actuator

lengths as inputs into the calculation to determine the motion to perform, and therefore

incorrect actuator lengths would cause improper SP motion. Maintaining the actuator’s

position also enables the tracking of the available range of motion, making it possible to
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Figure 5.13: The actuator calibration setup at the UCLA lab. Once an actuator is assembled,

the Home position is found and the actuator’s length at this position is measured using a

caliper with 10µm resolution. The actuator is then unfixed and finishes its calibration

procedure.

predict the motions available to the SPs when aligning the full mirrors, as well as preventing

possible damage to an actuators motor from pushing it against its hardware limit. For these

reasons, the actuator class is designed to keep track of the revolution state of an actuator.

The Home position of an actuator is defined to have a coordinate of zero revolutions and

an angular position of zero. Each retraction step from this Home position increments the

angular position by one, and after 200 steps a full revolution is completed and the revolution

counter is incremented. The actuator class is designed such that it keeps internal track of

these positions, and it also records them locally on its MPCB in an actuator status file

(ASF) such that a reinstantiation of an actuator object can reload its position from this file.

To insure against the loss of an actuator’s position information, the actuator class requires

that all motion is broken into steps which are less than half of the number of steps in a

revolution (80 steps in the current software version). In the instance where an actuator was

commanded to move but did not, or did move but the position was not correctly recorded

on the local ASF, the software can detect the discrepancy between the measured encoder
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voltage and the recorded position. Since the actuator’s motion is small enough, the incorrect

position can be accurately recovered by rounding to the nearest position.

A number of errors can occur during an actuator’s operation which the actuator class is

designed to detect, alert the user, and have functions to remedy the error when guided by

the user. The list of errors include: improper motor motion detected by encoder readings,

mismatching between the measured encoder position and the last known recorded position,

failure to communicate with the SQL database, and irregularities in determining the Home

position. Each error has its own triggering criterion and is given a severity distinction of

either “operable” or “fatal”. Operable errors simply report to the user that the error oc-

curred, while fatal errors report the error and disable the actuator from moving. Each error

has its trigger state recorded in the ASF along with the actuator position and a timestamp,

allowing the actuators to retain its error state when the actuator software objects are instan-

tiated. Functions are available for the user to handle the error appropriately and clear the

triggered error. Overall the actuator class is designed to detect any improper functionality

in its motion or measurement, and maintain the exact position of the actuator.

5.4.3 Platform Software

Existing one level above the actuator class in the software hierarchy is the platform class,

which consists of one CBC, six actuator, and four to five MPES children. The platform class

is responsible for integrating its six component actuators into a unified motion of the SP.

The designed gap between mirror panels is 14 mm, and it can be significantly smaller than

this when panels are installed and the mirror is yet to be aligned. Initial alignment methods

require motion of the panels greater than this gap size, which means that collisions are a

possibility for some of the routes which the SP actuators can take to reach the target position.

The safest path is along the projection from the current position to the target position, and

therefore the platform class determines the projection vector and orders the six actuators of

the SP to step approximately along it. To speed up the motion time, actuators are moved
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only when their queued number of steps is above the stepping increment of the actuators.

The maximum deviation of the SP from the projection direction which this queuing can

cause is less than 1 mm, well below the expected gap size.

Included in the integrated motion of the SP actuators is a hysteresis-reducing action.

The SP joints and actuators are designed with high precision in order to reduce hysteresis,

however a small amount remains as measured by a test setup. For this test, an assembled

SP remained in a fixed position with repeated MPES measurements taken as a control

sample. Then the SP iterated movement away from and returning to the fixed position. The

movements were performed in a variety of ways, with different actuator stepping lengths and

order each time, and an MPES measurement was taken each time the original position was

reached (see Figure 5.14). The MPES measurements show that platform hysteresis is present

at a small scale, with a standard deviation in MPES pixel position of ∼ 0.5 px, corresponding

to a tilt of a panel of less than 10 µrad, roughly an order of magnitude below the tolerance

requirements. The observed hysteresis may be caused by some remaining friction in the

lubricated joint, or a directional dependence of an actuator’s captive locking mechanism.

The magnitude of the hysteresis effect is found to be significantly alleviated by applying a

small motion (∼ 100 µm) to the actuators before reaching the destination, such that the

panel approaches the target position from the same direction. This hysteresis motion is built

into the platform class such that it repeatedly follows any SP motion made, ensuring that

all actuators which are moved end their motion by extending a number of steps.

In addition to integrated SP motion, the platform class monitors and aggregates the in-

dividual error status of its six actuator children objects and subsequently sets its own error

state. An error algebra exists which associates the set of actuator errors to platform errors,

ensuring that in the event of a “fatal” actuator error the SP does not move, while for “oper-

able” actuator errors the platform remains capable of motion. An integrated platform error

state also simplifies the higher level error handling, reducing the number of objects which

require their error states to be monitored by a factor of six. The platform class also performs
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Figure 5.14: The magnitude of hysteresis present in the P2PAS alignment as measured by

MPES position (44 µm per pixel). The red dots demonstrate the position of an MPES

without moving actuators. The actuators are then moved in random directions and return

to the original positions, at which point a measurement is made. These measurements are

shown by the blue dots.
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a number of auxiliary responsibilities, including: reading the MPCB calibration information

from the SQL database and directing its CBC child object to load this information, loading

MPES objects, and reading the internal and external temperatures.

5.4.4 Telescope Software

At the highest level of the alignment software tree is the telescope class, which is responsible

for the correct construction of the individual alignment software objects and performing

intelligent alignment of the entire telescope. In general, alignment methods in the telescope

class can be split into two categories: methods for the panel-to-panel alignment system

(P2PAS), which construct continuous primary and secondary mirror surfaces from the mirror

panel constituents, and methods for the global alignment system (GAS), which mutually

align the two assembled mirrors and the γ-ray camera. The telescope class is designed to

interface with the user through a GUI, and as such contains objects and methods with

user input in mind. The platform and GAS objects are constructed in the telescope class

with the correct hardware mapping by reading from a mapping table in the database. The

development of the telescope class is ongoing, with new methods being implemented as their

importance is revealed during the commissioning of the optical system. The alignment of

the SCT optical system is a three step process: first, initial calibration MPES measurements

of all aligned mirror panel edges is obtained in the UCLA lab using a coordinate measuring

machine (step 1), then the MPMs are installed onto the SCT and initially aligned based on

the MPES calibration measurements (step 2), and finally they are aligned utilizing images

of defocused bright stars (step 3). What follow below provides a general description of the

MPES-based alignment algorithm (step 2), which incorporates both P2PAS and GAS data.

The P2PAS is guided by measurements of the MPES, which are mounted across the edges

of neighboring panels. The camera component of each MPES measures the position of the

laser spot incident on it originating from its corresponding laser component mounted on the

neighboring panel, such that a two dimensional projection of the relative position between
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the two panels is observed. The small translations and rotations of a panel, and therefore the

corresponding change in MPES measurement, can be represented as a Taylor series expansion

in powers of changes in SP actuator lengths. For small displacements a linear approximation

is sufficient. That is, for the set of MPES measurements ~σjk along the edge which joins

panels j and k with actuator lengths ~Lj and ~Lk, respectively, a response matrix R̂jk(~Lj, ~Lk) is

defined by δ~σjk = R̂jkδ~Lk which transforms small actuator displacements into corresponding

changes in the MPES readings. The “vector” notations used in this formula are for six

actuators of a SP, hence ~L is six dimensional, and for all measurements of the MPES on the

j-k edge, which is number of sensors on the edge times two (x and y positions). A response

matrix can be obtained by simply moving the six actuators individually and measuring the

corresponding change in MPES measurements. Once obtained, the response matrix can

be used to determine the actuator motion necessary to adjust the set of MPES positions

to a reference position corresponding to alignment between the panels. That is, once the

reference MPES positions ~σrefjk are known, the necessary displacement in MPES coordinates

can be calculated (∆~σjk = ~σrefjk − ~σjk) and the inverse of the response matrix can be used

to determine the actuator motion needed to reach the reference position (∆~Lk = R̂−1
jk ∆~σjk).

The P2PAS has more MPES degrees of freedom than the actuator degrees of freedom; in

other words it is an overdetermined linear system. The additional degrees of freedom provide

robustness in the event of MPES hardware failure, allowing the MPES-based alignment to

still be achieved. In general, the P2PAS motion is governed by a χ2 minimization for each

mirror,

χ2
P2PAS =

∑
j,k

wjk

[
R̂jk∆~Lk + R̂kj∆~Lj −∆~σjk

]2

where the sum is over all mirror panels which compose of the mirror surface, and the weights

can be adjusted to give higher confidence MPES measurements more impact, and vice versa.

The basis representation presented here is most intuitive, as the elements directly correspond

to individual actuator lengths and MPES measurements; however different representations

may be more advantageous to work in. For example, in the basis of eigenvectors of the
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mirror-wide response matrix there are loosely or even entirely unconstrained perturbations

with small or zero eigenvalues. Motion of the M1 or M2 as a whole has six eigenvectors with

zero eigenvalues and therefore is not constrained by P2PAS MPES measurements alone.

Similarly the dipole and quadrupole large spatial scale distortions of the entire M1 or M2

have very small perturbations at each individual edge but accumulate over many edges, and

are therefore also loosely constrained, requiring various methods of regularization such as

inclusion of GAS data or constraining some degrees of freedom with respect to OSS itself.

The global alignment methodology is analogous to the P2PAS alignment, but instead of

using MPES measurements and individual actuator motions to guide and adjust the align-

ment, the various GAS measurements are used to direct the alignment while adjustments are

performed by the γ-ray camera and specific combinations of actuator motions corresponding

to motion of the mirror surfaces as a whole. Just like with the P2PAS, the global alignment

instructions are calculated by a χ2 minimization,

χ2
GAS =

∑
n

wn

[
R̂n∆~r −∆dn

]2

where the sum is over the n degrees of freedom measured by the GAS components (PSDs,

LEDs, ACs, etc.), the single vector ∆~r represents deviations to the 18 degrees of freedom

corresponding to the positions of the primary, secondary, and γ-ray camera with respect

to the telescope OSS, R̂n is the response of the n GAS DoF by adjusting ~r, and ∆dn is

the adjustment sought for the n DoF to reach the aligned position. The weight factors wn

can be adjusted to the confidence of the hardware elements, as well as in accordance with

the alignment tolerances of the system (for example placing higher weights on the tip-tilt

AC measurements while placing lower weight on transverse motion of the γ-ray camera).

Adjustments of the primary and secondary mirrors as a whole, represented by elements of

∆~r, can be substituted with the P2PAS eigenvectors with zero eigenvalues corresponding to

motion of the entire mirror surface. Simultaneous alignment of the P2PAS and the GAS can
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therefore be performed through a combined χ2 minimization to solve for ∆~Lk,

χ2 = χ2
primary + χ2

secondary + χ2
GAS

5.5 pSCT Status and Future

All hardware elements of the pSCT project have been installed and commissioning and

performance validation and verification tasks are currently underway. In early 2019 the

pSCT camera and mirrors were simultaneously uncovered and the telescope was inaugu-

rated. Shortly thereafter, its first light and first EAS were observed (see Figure 5.15). In

July of 2019 the γ-ray camera was aligned to the center of the mechanical structure and

then subsequently aligned with the M1 and M2 mirrors. Significant development of align-

ment software and SCT optical system alignment procedures occurred in the fall of 2019

culminating in an initial alignment of the optical system, which focused on-axis a bright star

by the 72 mirror segments into a 68% containment ellipsoid with major and minor axes of 4.2

arcmin (6.8 mm) and 3.8 arcmin (6.2 mm), respectively, surpassing the designed performance

baseline requirements. The result was obtained after implementation of the third step of the

alignment process utilizing defocused optical images of bright stars (see Figure 5.16). 75.5%

of the PSF is contained within a 4 arcmin (6.5 mm) square imaging SiPM pixel centered at

the peak, and 99.5% of the PSF is contained within a 8 arcmin “trigger” pixel defined as 2×2

imaging pixels for the pSCT. While evaluation of individual alignment tolerances has not

yet been completed, this result demonstrates that the cumulative alignment tolerance has

been achieved. A further improvement of the alignment is achievable by including higher

order corrections to the alignment calculations as well as by accounting for deviations in

focal length of the individual mirror panels from the designed focal length. A measurement

of the off-axis PSF is in progress and efforts to improve it are underway.

The Global Alignment system was used for initial alignment between M1, M2 and the

γ-ray camera and to perform optical alignment of the OS. The hardware of the GAS sys-
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Figure 5.15: Camera snapshot of a single event for the pSCT’s first light. The white square

in the center is because the COM is temporary replacing the front end electronics module.

The module left of the center is dark because it did not connect after the prototype SCT

camera was turned on the first time. The optical system of the SCT in this image is only

coarsely aligned. The data shown in this picture do not include pedestal subtraction or data

processing and has only historical value.
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Figure 5.16: Left: The de-focused image of a star on-axis to the pSCT optical system. The

individual points correspond to focused light by pairs of individual primary (annotated) and

secondary mirror panels. Right: Each mirror panel is adjusted to bring the points into focus,

producing a rough alignment of the optical system. Further improvements are expected when

including higher order corrections to the alignment algorithm and structure deformations are

accounted for. These images were taken by a CCD camera placed near the focal plane.
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tem, which will be used to acquire data for off-line telescope pointing corrections, has been

activated and tests were performed to initially assess the GAS pointing monitoring capabil-

ities. First, the ability of GAS CCDs to determine a panel’s position was tested by moving

a panel 3 mm forward and backward from a starting position and making a measurement,

which demonstrated a position reconstruction accuracy of better than 0.25 mm. To test the

stability of the structure, 23 images, each with 0.5 second exposures, were taken of moving

stars using the CCD sky camera and the position of the center of the FoV was reconstructed

using astrometry, resulting in a standard deviation of the pointing position below 3” (see

Figure 5.17). Further tests will be performed to determine the extent of the deformations in

the structure as the telescope moves through different elevations and from thermal expan-

sion of the structure. Since the pSCT is designed with awareness of potential occurrences

of misalignment of the OS, the alignment system is capable of monitoring and correcting

the misalignment at a refresh rate of several minutes. The exact refresh rate needed for

alignment corrections is still to be determined, if at all necessary. For significant pointing

elevation changes, where a necessary correction is expected, measurements of the misalign-

ment can be made and the necessary alignment correction can be predicted. In addition to

structure deformations, hysteresis of the alignment components is expected which will be

measured to determine the magnitude and methods of alleviation. Overall there are sources

of misalignment to the optical system which will be measured, and methods will be developed

which attempt to minimize their effect. Ultimately the pSCT’s optical system is capable of

monitoring and fixing misalignments between runs if necessary. Further investigation and

significant software development of the alignment system is planned for the 2020 − 2021

observing season.

The initial commissioning of the 2.68◦ × 2.68◦ partially populated pSCT camera was

completed in January 2020 and it was followed by observations of the Crab Nebula which

took place in February and early March of 2020. The pSCT technology was validated

by the detection of the Crab Nebula, an established γ-ray source. The co-located VER-
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Figure 5.17: Left: GAS CCD determination of a panel’s position along one direction. Right:

The CCD sky camera FOV center position as determined by astrometry, demonstrating the

stability of the pointing. Image taken from [AAA19].

ITAS simultaneously observed the Crab Nebula with pSCT for a few hours, allowing for

the cross-calibration of γ-ray events observed with both instruments and the optimization

of background rejection for the stand-alone pSCT data. The analysis methods refined on

the pSCT-VERITAS combined dataset were applied to an independent sample of about 20

hours of pSCT-only data, yielding a more than 8 standard deviation (sigma) detection of

the γ-ray signal from the Crab Nebula, shown in Figure 5.18. This initial detection of a

γ-ray source verifies the end-to-end performance of the pSCT as a new design of an IACT

for CTA, capable of recording images of γ-ray showers with unsurpassed precision.

The upgrade of the pSCT camera to the fully instrumented 8◦ FoV is already under-

way. This project will not only increase the number of camera modules from 25 to 177, but

will also improve the camera hardware elements. The individual camera modules will use

next generation SiPMs which have an improved photon detection efficiency and a reduced

temperature dependence. In addition, the electronics layout of the modules are revised in

order to reduce electromagnetic interference and provide a cleaner readout with reduced
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Figure 5.18: The preliminary map of γ-ray events recorded by the pSCT from the direction

of the Crab Nebula, marked with the cross at the center of the map. The data analysis was

optimized on a few hours of joint observations with the VERITAS observatory and applied

to an independent 20-hour dataset with the pSCT operating in stand-alone mode.
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noise [Meu19]. The camera backplane, the main circuit board which interfaces the individ-

ual camera modules, is also redesigned to accommodate the full 177 module camera and

its increased network communication requirements. Furthermore, many auxiliary systems

will also be upgraded, including an improved camera shutter and weatherproof seal. The

camera upgrade project is expected to be completed by the end of 2021, at which point the

fully functional SCT will take data in conjunction with VERITAS, adding the scientifically

important wide FoV observing capabilities to the VERITAS observatory.

Verification and validation of the SCT technology on the pSCT prototype is ongoing,

however the largest known anticipated challenge in the realization of this novel telescope

design - the demanding optical system and its tolerances - has been met. While the perfor-

mance of off-axis optics and the fully populated camera still need to be verified, the results

so far are promising. In the context of constructing an array of SCTs for CTA, an effort is

underway to identify potential improvements to the SCT design, and areas where cost can

be reduced and large scale industrialization can be achieved. The implementation of SCTs

in CTA offers superior imaging resolution, especially off-axis, and pushes the array to the

near theoretical limit of the IACT stereoscopic technique.
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CHAPTER 6

Discussion

The work presented in this dissertation was motivated by the strong observational and theo-

retical foundations which together firmly argue for the existence of a non-thermal population

of particles in GCls known to have radio halos. The high energy electrons which produce ra-

dio synchrotron radiation, and in some cases possibly a soft X-ray excess, can originate from

either the interaction of VHE protons with the ICM or from in situ re-acceleration to very

high energies. The ultimate source of energy for both of these processes is provided by the

enormous gravitational binding energy of the cluster and inflow or accretion of matter into

it through the history of the cluster’s evolution. VHE electrons produced in both scenarios

must be accompanied by the generation of VHE γ-rays either via decay of neutral pions in

the hadronic channel, or via inverse Compton scattering of the CMB in the QED channel.

There is strong motivation to believe that it is only a matter of time before detection and

establishment of galaxy clusters as a new class of VHE γ-ray emitters, once the sensitivity

level of new analysis methods and/or new instrumentation becomes adequate. Although no

conclusive detection of γ-ray emission from the Coma GCl has been made to date, there are

signs that it may be just “around the corner”. Fermi-LAT observations have found weak

(∼ 3σ) emission within the 1.5◦ virial radius, and this dissertation’s analysis found a 2.7σ

median significance within the same region for the V6 dataset. The IACT data analysis of

the very extended 5◦ × 5◦ Coma GCl field is very challenging since this angular extension

significantly exceeds the VERITAS observatory’s field of view. In this dissertation I have

undertaken an effort to either reject the previously made claim of “evidence”, or detect, the

γ-ray signal from the Coma GCl by developing a novel method of data analysis applicable
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for an extended field of view with consideration of the nonuniform VERITAS instrument

response function. The method is based on the background determination from source-free

observations of dark fields, and it utilizes cosmic-ray-like events as a calibration source to

reduce the dispersion in run acceptance for γ-ray-like events. The method can be viewed

as a variant of what is known as the matched runs approach to the background determina-

tion, supplemented by original ideas to improve it using cosmic rays and adjusting the data

analysis strategy for a significance determination on excess counts.

The VERITAS collaboration observed the Coma GCl previously and published the null

detection result of a signal coming from the central region with a radius less than 0.4◦, as well

as a significance skymap of the Coma GCl field [AAB12], derived from the V4 dataset. This

map was used by researchers independent of VERITAS to propose evidence of an extended

virial shock associated with heightened γ-ray emission in the outer regions of the Coma GCl

with distances exceeding 1◦ from the cluster center [KKL17]. The morphology of emission

region presented by the researchers is modeled as an extended elongated ellipsoidal ring

associated with shock acceleration of local electrons by the virialization of matter infalling

into the cluster from adjacent cosmic filaments (see Figure 2.12).

The VERITAS collaboration has communicated to the researchers the possibility of in-

strumental effects in the published map at large radii from the center and, hence, we have

not accepted the claimed evidence. The desire to settle the question of whether or not the

γ-ray evidence is real is also a motivation of the study presented in this dissertation. This

required an entirely different analysis chain from that originally published, as the signifi-

cance would have to be assessed in the outer regions of the cluster which was not the goal of

the original VERITAS publication. The VERITAS sky map which was published explicitly

assumed that extended emission of the Coma GCl is not present at distances father than

0.4◦ from the cluster center. This assumption is vital in order to accurately determine the

CR background, which is measured from an annulus ∼ 0.7◦ around the targeted region.

This technique, known as ring-background method, requires the explicit assumption of the
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morphology of the region with and without γ-ray emission.

The ring-background method is subject to two significant sources of error if applied

incorrectly, such as in the case of creating the extended skymap of the Coma GCl away

from the center. The first source of error is created from the dependence of the VERITAS

acceptance on angular distance from the pointing direction, which degrades quickly beyond

∼ 1◦ and is modeled with significant error due to specific observing conditions impacting the

VERITAS performance in this regime. The modeled angular acceptance function is included

into the VERITAS analysis to correct for this error, but the function is highly dependent on

pointing elevation, weather, energy, night-sky background and other observing properties.

For example, if the angular acceptance at large angular distances from the VERITAS pointing

direction is overestimated, then the normalized background measurement will be reduced

and an artificial ring structure can emerge. The scale of the significance determination is

also overestimated at large angular distances because the run-dependent variations of the

acceptance function are not included into the significance computation.

The second potential source of error in applying the ring-background method to the

extended Coma GCl skymap is caused by the contamination of the background measurement

by the extended γ-ray emission. An assumption of the ring-background method is that

the measured background region contains no signal. For an analysis of a source with an

extension larger than the annulus distance (∼ 0.7◦), this assumption is not valid. The

published VERITAS skymap was generated under the assumption that only the central 0.4◦

region was properly analyzed, and that areas outside of this region are subject to large

systematic errors. For example, if one considers a putative γ-ray source with a declining

gradient extension of a degree or so, the ring-background method will generate an artificial

ring-like feature in the skymap.

The explained difficulties of the application of the ring-background method to the Coma

GCl datasets motivates the development of an entirely different analysis chain from the

original VERITAS publication. The proposed ring morphology has been directly analyzed
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in this dissertation by two methods. First, a skymap of square solid angle bins of 0.2◦× 0.2◦

was produced with a significance determined for each bin. The distribution of significances

from the bins contained in the supposed emission ring appears to be consistent with a

subsample of the distribution of the full skymap, demonstrating that the set of “ringed”

bins is no more significant than an arbitrary selection of bins. Second, a single integrated

solid angle bin was defined which traces the ring morphology, and a singular significance was

produced. Since this significance is sensitive to the assembly arrangement of the OFF data,

100 iterations with randomized assemblies were performed and the median significance of

the resulting distribution was determined for the ring model. This technique demonstrated a

median significance of −0.1σ and 1.9σ in the V4 and V6 datasets, respectively, the latter of

which had approximately double the exposure. The VERITAS observatory had very different

configurations during the V4 and V6 epochs, with a significantly higher sensitivity in V6

dataset. No attempt to combine these datasets was made given the difficulties of dealing

with potentially different instrumentation dependent errors outweighing the likely marginal

increase in significance from adding V4 data to V6. The nearly 0σ result for the original

V4 dataset indicates that the proposed virial shock signal with a ring morphology in the

VERITAS published skymap is rejected. The V6 1.9σ result, however, tentatively indicates

that an excess of emission may exist within the proposed ring region, although this region

has some overlap with the central 1.5◦ circular region.

When evaluating the simple central 1.5◦ radius region for excess counts, an even greater

significance of 2.7σ is observed in the V6 dataset. These results seem to indicate that, if

an extended VHE γ-ray excess does exist in the Coma GCl, the model of emission being

distributed in the central 1.5◦ radius of the Coma GCl is preferential to the emission coming

from the proposed ring morphology. In fact, this result arguably aligns with the central

extended γ-ray excess seen by Fermi-LAT (∼ 3σ), which has emission extending out to

a similar radius (see Figure 2.10). This result is also consistent with the expected γ-ray

emission morphology from simulations (see Figure 6.1). While a 2.7σ result alone may not
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Figure 6.1: Top: The significance map determined in this analysis on the V6 Coma GCl

dataset. Bottom: The simulated secondary acceleration γ-ray emission (above 100 GeV)

for a Coma-like cluster scaled to match the top figure (see Figure 2.9 for the original).

The central 1.5◦ (approximately 2.5 Mpc) radius region (circled) demonstrates a median

significance of 2.7σ for the V6 Coma GCl dataset, which approximately corresponds to

the simulated emission central extension in the secondary acceleration model shown in the

bottom figure, as well as the hadronic model shown in Figure 2.9.
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be an important result, in the context of the Fermi-LAT result and simulated expectation,

it may warrant further investigation. This result is encouraging for the future prospects of

γ-ray detection from the Coma GCl and other galaxy clusters.

If the 2.7σ result obtained from 18 hours of VERITAS V6 exposure is genuine, then

an additional ∼ 40 hours exposure of the Coma GCl in the wobble observing mode with

a standard offset of 0.5◦ around the cluster center is enough to reach the 5σ detection

requirement. This estimation assumes that the sensitivity scales with the square root of

exposure. In fact, the 18 hours of V6 observation time of the Coma GCl field has pointings

far from the 1.5◦ region, and thus the amount of sensitive exposure in the central region is

actually less than 18 hours. Observations with a 0.5◦ wobble offset would maintain exposure

of the 1.5◦ radius central region with nearly maximum sensitivity (the radial acceptance has

a strong impact past 1◦ from the pointing direction). While increasing the wobble offsets

up to 0.7◦ or 0.8◦ would lower the sensitivity in the central region, it would also improve

sensitivity for the study of the potential emission boundary. Consideration of such trade-

offs may be important if an observed significance becomes near the detection threshold, at

which point a more sophisticated observing strategy to resolve the emission morphology will

become desirable.

In addition to improving the statistical sensitivity with more Coma GCl exposure, the

analysis procedure presented also benefits from increased exposure of both the Coma GCl

and source-free fields. Additional Coma GCl exposure is expected to increase the detection

significance if the 2.7σ result is genuine. The number of source-free runs available will also

increase as VERITAS continues to observe other sources. This will enable more OFF sets to

be assembled, which is particularly important in accurately estimating the residual variance

and will result in a reduced sampling variance for the integrated-region median significances.

With CTA coming online in approximately five years, boasting an improved sensitivity

and wider field of view, a definitive detection of γ-ray emission from galaxy clusters may be

just over the horizon. Under the assumption that the nonthermal electrons in GCls are of
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hadronic origin, simulations predict that the Perseus GCl is the brightest GCl to observe

γ-ray emission coming from pion decay due to its denser core [PP10]. These simulations

predict (see Figure 6.2) that with the improved CTA sensitivity, detection of γ-ray emission

can be reached in 300 hours for the least optimal configuration of parameter space considered

(B = 20µG, centrally peaked model) [CAA19]. A much more modest exposure of 60 hours

is expected to be enough for detection of γ-ray emission for the more favorable parameter

space configuration (B = 10µG, extended model). These predictions are generated for an

investigated central region of 0.15◦ radius, as the γ-ray emission for the hadronic model is

expected to be strongly concentrated near the cluster core.

When considering a significant component of γ-ray emission not from pion decay, but

instead from inverse Compton scattering of re-accelerated nonthermal electrons, then the

Coma GCl may become a more appealing target to investigate extended emission out to

the virial radius due to its giant radio halo and recent merger history. The physics of tur-

bulent re-acceleration has large uncertainties, and hence it may be a possible mechanism

through which the nonthermal electrons are energized at a cluster-wide scale. While observ-

ing the Coma GCl is not currently a key science project of CTA, exposure for the Coma GCl

may be allocated by CTA through a submission of a proposal to the CTA Guest Observer

Programme. The use of an extended analysis method, such as the one presented in this

dissertation, can be adapted for CTA observations to possibly detect diffuse γ-ray emission

associated with the re-acceleration model. The specific method presented in this dissertation

utilized the large archive of VERITAS observations which CTA does not yet have, and so a

direct adaptation to CTA is not possible before a large collection of source-free observations

has been established. However, the increased field of view of CTA permits new observing

strategies for angular extended objects, such as the possibility of simultaneously observing

an extended Coma GCl region and a background region in an 8◦ field of view.

An array of SCTs in CTA would be especially suitable for the investigation of extended

γ-ray emission in all astrophysical objects, such as the Coma GCl. The prototype SCT
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Figure 6.2: The predicted intensity of the γ-ray emission of hadronic origin in the Perseus

GCl integrated within a 0.15◦ radius from the center. The centrally peaked (solid line) and

extended (dashed line) models of the cosmic-ray profile is taken from [PP10]. Intensities for

central magnetic field strengths of 10 µG and 20 µG are shown by the red and yellow lines,

respectively. The grey band shows the current upper limits from MAGIC observations. The

dark blue band is an estimate of the 95% CL upper limit from 300 hours of observation by

CTA, while the black band is an estimate of the corresponding detectability level. The light

blue line is an estimate of the minimum γ-ray flux for a nonthermal proton spectral index

of 2.3. Image taken from [CAA19]
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has undergone significant development and construction tasks in recent years, validated

SCT technology by detecting the Crab Nebula, and is currently in the late commissioning

stages. So far the pSCT has demonstrated an on-axis optical performance which satisfies its

design specifications, and various alignment improvements are being implemented to further

improve it and verify off-axis capabilities. With the 8◦ field of view fully instrumented

camera in development with a scheduled completion date by the end of 2021, the pSCT is

soon expected to validate its potential for a CTA-like installation.
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